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Introduction
 
Every school has its own story to tell. The context in which teaching and learning takes place influences the processes and procedures by

which the school makes decisions around curriculum, instruction, and assessment. The context also impacts the way a school stays faithful

to its vision. Many factors contribute to the overall narrative such as an identification of stakeholders, a description of stakeholder

engagement, the trends and issues affecting the school, and the kinds of programs and services that a school implements to support student

learning.

 

The purpose of the Executive Summary (ES) is to provide a school with an opportunity to describe in narrative form the strengths and

challenges it encounters. By doing so, the public and members of the school community will have a more complete picture of how the school

perceives itself and the process of self-reflection for continuous improvement. This summary is structured for the school to reflect on how it

provides teaching and learning on a day to day basis.
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Description of the School

 

 

 
Describe the school's size, community/communities, location, and changes it has experienced in the last three years. Include

demographic information about the students, staff, and community at large. What unique features and challenges are associated

with the community/communities the school serves? 
 
Wilkerson Middle School is Birmingham's 98th public school. The school is located at 116 11th Court West in the Smithfield Community in an

area also known as Dynamite Hill. During the Civil Rights era the area around the school saw a series of bombings perpetrated to intimidate

African Americans moving into the community and white residents willing to sell to black families. Two of the four little girls killed in the 16th

Street Baptist Church Bombing were students at Wilkerson School at the time of their death. This summer, under the direction of new

principal, Davida Hill Johnson, and working in cooperation with artist, Kourtney Dunn,  a mural was painted in the school cafeteria in honor of

Cynthia Wesley and Carole Robertson. Due to the fact the school is located in an area so heavily involved in the Civil Rights Movement, the

school has always been viewed by the community as a positive beacon to all within the area and a source of pride for families and students

that have been in attendance throughout the years. The school currently houses grades 6, 7 and 8 with a school population of 295. This

number reflects a slight decrease in enrollment since the previous school year. During the prior five years the school has seen a marked

increase in the Hispanic student population.

The faculty at Wilkerson Middle School consists of one principal, one assistant principal, one counselor, one librarian, one Family and

Consumer Science teacher, one band teacher, one physical education teacher, one drama teacher, one Reads 180 instructor, 12 core

teachers (four at each grade level), two special education teachers,and two instructional assistants.

One of the unique situations the school faces is the fact that the area surrounding the school is generally populated

by elderly citizens with the majority of the school's students being transported by bus to the school from outlying areas of the community. 
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School's Purpose

 

 

 
Provide the school's purpose statement and ancillary content such as mission, vision, values, and/or beliefs. Describe how the

school embodies its purpose through its program offerings and expectations for students. 
 
The Mission of Wilkerson Middle School is as follows:

To empower our students with a sense of Worth

To educate the Whole child

To take a Well-grounded approach to success in life

To instill in our students a strong Work ethic

 

The Vision of Wilkerson Middle School is as follows:

    It is the vision of Wilkerson Middle School to advance the intellectual, social, emotional and physical development of all its students while

servicing each individual's immediate needs within an environment that promotes success for all students. Technology, hands-on

activities,and interdisciplinary instruction will enhance teaching and learning. Curriculum development will be an ongoing process geared to

the needs of the children in accordance with state-mandated standards.

Faculty, students, families and the community will be actively involved in the educational process to create a safe, supportive environment

where students are motivated to earn and believe that success is attainable. Everyone will honor and respect the difference and uniqueness

of each individual while developing a sense of responsibility toward themselves, their school community, and the community at large.

    Wilkerson Middle School will be a school where both students and faculty come together as a community of life-long learners. Students will

learn how to learn. They will leave middle school with the knowledge and tools necessary to confidently meet the challenges of high school

and beyond.

 

Values:

Our Core Values Are Based on the acronym ROAR

Responsible

On-Time

Accomplish Goals

Respectful

 

Beliefs of Wilkerson Middle School:

We believe that everyone:

- can learn

- has worth and dignity

- deserves to be accepted

- deserves to be treated with respect

- needs a broad educational curriculum

- needs to be challenged

- needs to pursue quality in both behavior and learning

    We also believe that education is a shared responsibility among all stakeholders. Working together we can accomplish more.

Wilkerson Middle School embodies its purpose by placing high expectations on all school stakeholders- administration, faculty, staff,

students, parents, and community members. The school atmosphere reflects a sense of support and community.  
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Notable Achievements and Areas of Improvement

 

 

 
Describe the school's notable achievements and areas of improvement in the last three years.  Additionally, describe areas for

improvement that the school is striving to achieve in the next three years. 
 
Wilkerson Middle School has been recognized throughout the years on both the state and national level and awarded many distinguished

titles. One of the school's most notable achievements was being recognized during 2012 by the Alabama State Department of Education and

having the honor of being selected as a Torchbearer School. This honor is bestowed upon a school that meets the following criteria:

A Torchbearer School must meet all of the following criteria, as applicable:

-Identified as Meeting the Challenge School.

-Identified as Advancing the Challenge School.

-Identified as Exceeding the Challenge School.

-Have at least 80% poverty rate (percent free/reduced meals).

-Have at least 80% of students score Level III or Level IV on the reading section of the Alabama Reading and Mathematics Test.

-Have at least 80% of students score Level III or Level IV on the mathematics section of the Alabama Reading and Mathematics Test.

-Have at least 65% of students score in stanines 5-9 on Stanford 10 reading.

-Have at least 65% of students score in stanines 5-9 on Stanford 10 mathematics.

-Have at least 95% of Grade 12 students pass all required subjects of the Alabama High School Graduation Exam.

-Have a graduation rate above state average.

-Be in existence at the time of the award.

We are striving to continue to show improvement on standardized testing, teacher-made assessments, and computer generated

assessments (ASPIRE) in all subgroups. We are going to strive to better monitor our at-risk students across all grade levels.  
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Additional Information 

 

 

 
Provide any additional information you would like to share with the public and community that were not prompted in the previous

sections. 
 
We are committed to enhancing our achievement by increased  improvement in the way we analyze and use student data to drive instruction.

A Data Room is now in place where information is displayed and teachers can track and analyze information, and where administrators can

work to make meaningful, measurable changes at Wilkerson Middle School.  As a faculty, we are striving to be more data oriented.  It is our

goal not just to collect data, but to use it to the benefit of our students. Administrators are working to help the teachers feel more confident

using data and to provide them with statistics for the educational decisions they make that drives student performance. 
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Introduction
 
The responses should be brief, descriptive, and appropriate for the specific section. It is recommended that the responses are written offline

and then transferred into the sections below.
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Improvement Planning Process

 

Improvement Planning Process 

 
Describe the process used to engage a variety of stakeholders in the development of the institution's improvement plan. Include

information on how stakeholders were selected and informed of their roles, and how meetings were scheduled to accommodate

them.  
 
During the Open House held prior to the beginning of school and also during the Annual Open House, stakeholders were provided

information related to our current school status, were advised of our mission and vision and also of the system priority goals. All in

attendance were encouraged to complete the Title I survey. Stakeholders were informed of the Title I Parent Meetings and the Parent Focus

Group Meetings. Meetings were scheduled during varied hours so as to allow for optimum participation.   Since attendance at these meetings

has not been representative in the past, the principal made a special point of encouraging all in attendance to watch for meeting

announcements and to make every effort to be in attendance.

Also, during in-house professional development at the beginning of the 2015 school year, the faculty and staff were made aware of the need

to be actively involved in the development of the ACIP. A brief overview was presented by the principal and the designated data entry

person. The faculty and staff were advised that this would be a joint effort among all stakeholders and their input would not only be

welcomed, but required. The plan will address all required components of the school-wide program. 
 
 
Describe the representations from stakeholder groups that participated in the development of the improvement plan and their

responsibilities in this process. 
 
Local Administration- facilitated the development of the Planning Team

Teachers- provided student data and identified academic strengths and weaknesses

Staff- provided observational data and specific input in regards to their position and role within the school community

Students- shared their interests, concerns, likes and dislikes and provided insight from the perspective of our ultimate customer

Parents- brought to the table issues and concerns, both positive and negative, concerning the day to day operation of the school, the

educational opportunities for their children, and goals they would like to see implemented

Community Members- provided observational data and insight from a community level 
 
 
Explain how the final improvement plan was communicated to all stakeholders, and the method and frequency in which

stakeholders receive information on its progress.  
 
The improvement plan is available to all stakeholders upon request. Also, a copy of the plan will be available on the school's Web site and a

copy will be located in the media center. Parents attending Parent Focus Group meetings will be made aware of the availability of viewing or

securing a copy of the plan.  The ACIP may also be assessed through the school Web site where a link is prominently placed on the home

page. 
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Introduction
 
The Student Performance Diagnostic provides an institution with a process to report summative student assessments. This diagnostic is

significant to the accreditation and continuous improvement process as it serves as a resource for schools to view content area assessment

results required by the state, district, or other entities, determine the quality and reliability of the given assessments, and show the alignment

of the assessments to the school's curriculum. The performance level computed at the completion of the diagnostic is used by the external

review team as a comprehensive report to understand fully the institution's assessment program; the diagnostic should be used in the same

manner by the institution as it engages in improvement planning.
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Student Performance Data

 

 

 

Label Assurance Response Comment Attachment
1. Did you complete the Student Performance

Data document offline and upload below?
No All surveys were completed

online.
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Evaluative Criteria and Rubrics

 

 

Overall Rating:  3.0 

 

 

 

Statement or Question Response Rating
1. Assessment Quality The array of assessment devices used by the

institution to determine students' performances
is sufficiently aligned so that valid inferences
can be reached regarding students' status with
respect to the entire set of curricular aims
regarded as high-priority, “must accomplish,”
instructional targets. The documentation
provided in support of this alignment is
persuasive. All of the assessments used are
accompanied by evidence demonstrating that
they satisfy accepted technical requirements
such as validity, reliability, absence of bias, and
instructional sensitivity.

Level 4

Statement or Question Response Rating
2. Test Administration All the assessments used by the institution to

determine students' performances, whether
externally acquired or internally developed,
have been administered with complete fidelity
to the administrative procedures appropriate for
each assessment. In every instance, the
students to whom these assessments were
administered are accurately representative of
the students served by the institution.
Appropriate accommodations have been
provided for all assessments so that valid
inferences can be made about all students'
status with respect to all of the institution's
targeted curricular outcomes.

Level 4

Statement or Question Response Rating
3. Quality of Learning Evidence of student learning promoted by the

institution is acceptably analyzed and presented
with reasonable clarity. In comparison to
institutions functioning in a similar educational
context, students' status, improvement, and/or
growth evidence indicates that the level of
student learning is at or above what would
otherwise be expected.

Level 3

Statement or Question Response Rating
4. Equity of Learning Evidence of student learning indicates

achievement gaps exist among subpopulations
of students, and that minimal or no change has
occurred in these achievement gaps.

Level 1
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Areas of Notable Achievement

 

 

 
Which area(s) are above the expected levels of performance? 
 
English, as indicated by the 2015 Aspire, is above the expected levels of performance with the following percentiles for each grade level

scoring in Levels 3 and 4:

6th Grade- 65%

7th Grade- 56%

8th Grade- 63% 
 
 
Describe the area(s) that show a positive trend in performance. 
 
Sixth grade reading and math both showed a positive trend in performance as indicated by the 2015 Aspire assessment. 
 
 
Which area(s) indicate the overall highest performance? 
 
6th, 7th and 8th grade English showed the overall highest performance as indicated by the 2015 Aspire assessment. 
 
 
Which subgroup(s) show a trend toward increasing performance? 
 
The special education subgroup shows a trend in decreasing performance. 
 
 
Between which subgroups is the achievement gap closing? 
 
The achievement gap has become greater in the eighth grade males in the area of reading. 
 
 
Which of the above reported findings are consistent with findings from other data sources? 
 
These findings are consistent with findings on STI pretest assessments. 
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Areas in Need of Improvement

 

 

 
Which area(s) are below the expected levels of performance? 
 
7th and 8th grade reading and math  scores indicated a decrease in students performing at levels 3 and 4 from the 2014 Aspire assessment

to the 2015 administration of the Aspire assessment.   
 
 
Describe the area(s) that show a negative trend in performance. 
 
7th and 8th Grade reading and math scores indicated a negative trend in performance on the 2015 Aspire assessment. 
 
 
Which area(s) indicate the overall lowest performance? 
 
7th grade reading indicated the overall lowest performance on the 2015 Aspire assessment. 
 
 
Which subgroup(s) show a trend toward decreasing performance? 
 
The special education subgroup scores indicated a trend in decreasing performance. 
 
 
Between which subgroups is the achievement gap becoming greater? 
 
The subgroups that scores indicated a gap in achievement were greater among the special education population. 
 
 
Which of the above reported findings are consistent with findings from other data sources? 
 
These findings are consistent with STI benchmark pretest data. The posttest scores should exemplify scores that are at benchmark or close

to benchmark. 
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Report Summary

 

Scores By Section

Sections

1 2 3 4

Section Score

Evaluative Criteria and Rubrics 3
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Introduction
 
By responding to the questions in ASSIST and attaching evidence when required, the institution has verified whether it meets or does not

meet each of the required ACIP Assurances.
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ACIP Assurances

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Label Assurance Response Comment Attachment
1. The Instructional Leadership Team members

that should be present include the principal,
guidance counselor, district school
improvement specialist (or other designee),
appropriate content-area teachers, parent
representatives, and student representatives
(as appropriate). Depending on the data,
additional members may include special
population representatives (Technology
Coordinator, Special Education, ELL, etc.),
district federal programs coordinator, district
chief school financial officer, community
stakeholders, or any other member as
appropriate. Documentation will be maintained
on site.

Yes Wilkerson Middle
School Instructional
Leadership Team

Label Assurance Response Comment Attachment
2. The institution complies with all federal laws

and regulations prohibiting discrimination and
with all requirements and regulations of the
U.S. Department of Education. It is the policy of
this institution that no person on the basis of
race, color, religion, national origin or ancestry,
age, gender, height, weight, marital status or
disability shall be subjected to discrimination in
any program, service or activity for which the
institution is responsible, or for which it receives
financial assistance from the U.S. Department
of Education.

Yes Discrimination
Regulations

Label Assurance Response Comment Attachment
3. The institution has designated an employee to

coordinate efforts to comply with and carry out
non-discrimination responsibilities.  If yes, list
the name, position, address and telephone
number of the employee in the comment field.

Yes Brittani Wilder
Teacher
961 Ridgewood Circle
Birmingham, AL 35235

Title IX Designee

Label Assurance Response Comment Attachment
4. The institution has a Parent Involvement policy

and plan as required in NCLB Section 1118,
and ensures that all requirements in Section
1118 and 1111(h)(6), Parents' Right-to-Know,
are implemented systematically.

Yes Parent Involvement
Policy

Label Assurance Response Comment Attachment
5. The institution has a School-Parent Compact. If

a Title I school, the School-Parent Compact
contains the required components (NCLB
Section 1118(d)(1-2)(A,B,C)) and was jointly
developed with parents of participating
students.

Yes Signed Compact
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Overview

 
Plan Name

 
Wilkerson Middle School 2015-2016 ACIP

 
Plan Description

 
In cooperation with AdvanceEd, and in an effort to help Wilkerson Middle School improve, the ACIP document is created in an

effort to improve student performance, increase stakeholder involvement, and insure the coordination of resources.
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Goals Summary

 

The following is a summary of the goals encompassed in this plan. The details for each goal are available in the next section. 

# Goal Name Goal Details Goal Type Total Funding
1 95% of students at Wilkerson Middle School will

attend school every day.
Objectives:	1
Strategies:	1
Activities:	1

Organizational $0

2 All students at Wilkerson Middle School will
improve their writing proficiency

Objectives:	1
Strategies:	1
Activities:	2

Academic $0

3 Increase Math Scores Objectives:	1
Strategies:	3
Activities:	3

Academic $2500

4 Increase Reading Scores Objectives:	1
Strategies:	3
Activities:	4

Academic $6000

5 Positive School Climate Objectives:	1
Strategies:	3
Activities:	5

Organizational $10000

6 Increase ELL Proficiency Objectives:	1
Strategies:	1
Activities:	1

Academic $0
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Goal 1: 95% of students at Wilkerson Middle School will attend school every day.

 

Strategy 1:  
Administration/Counselor Mentoring - Students deemed at risk will be referred to an administrator and the counselor.  When necessary, the school attendance officer

will be notified.  
Category:  
Research Cited: http://www.attendanceworks.org/research/ 

Goal 2: All students at Wilkerson Middle School will improve their writing proficiency

 

Strategy 1:  
Drop Everything and Write - Every morning all students, teachers, faculty and staff will Drop Everything and Write in an issued journal.  Writing will be in response to a

prompt provided by the local board.  All students in grades 6-12 will respond to the same prompt, based on research from ACT.  Teachers will implement research

based writing strategies through guided practice and demonstration lessons by modeling effective use of writing practices. 
Category:  
Research Cited: http://all4ed.org/reports-factsheets/writing-next-effective-strategies-to-improve-writing-of-adolescents-in-middle-and-high-schools/ 

Measurable Objective 1:
demonstrate a behavior  of the importance of attendance in relation to academic success by 05/27/2016 as measured by daily attendance data.

Activity - Administration Intervention Activity Type Begin Date End Date Resource
Assigned

Source Of
Funding

Staff
Responsible

Administrators and counselor will monitor student attendance and meet
with students who are habitually absent or tardy.

Behavioral
Support
Program

08/05/2015 05/30/2016 $0 No Funding
Required

Advisors,
Counselor,
Administrator
s

Measurable Objective 1:
80% of All Students  will demonstrate a proficiency  in writing mechanics in Writing by 05/30/2016 as measured by teacher observation and assessment of weekly
writing entries in response to system generated prompts.

Activity - Drop Everything and Write Activity Type Begin Date End Date Resource
Assigned

Source Of
Funding

Staff
Responsible

Journal writing in response to an issued prompt Academic
Support
Program

08/05/2015 05/30/2016 $0 No Funding
Required

All teachers
and
administrators
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Goal 3: Increase Math Scores

 

Strategy 1:  
Student Engagement through Strategic Teaching - All teachers will have training on learning focused schools (purposeful planning, instructional strategies, and

essential questions), beginning in August of 2015, through in-house and district-wide professional development.  Teachers will participate in monthly follow up training

with Administration and /or District Support Specialist that are geared towards increasing student achievement. 
Category:  
Research Cited: Alabama Plan 2020 and Common Core State Standards 

Strategy 2:  
Differentiated Instruction - All teachers will provide differentiated instruction on math standards by incorporating a variety of instructional practices, cooperative

grouping, and assessments. 
Category:  
Research Cited: RTI and Alabama Plan 2020 

Activity - Writing Across Content Areas Activity Type Begin Date End Date Resource
Assigned

Source Of
Funding

Staff
Responsible

All teachers will integrate writing in every content area with an emphasis on
writing.  Also, technology teacher will engage students in keyboarding/word
processing programs during their computer class.

Direct
Instruction

08/05/2015 05/30/2016 $0 No Funding
Required

Teachers,
Technology
Teacher, and
Administrative
Team.

Measurable Objective 1:
A 5% increase of All Students  will demonstrate a proficiency  on common core standards in Mathematics by 05/27/16  in Mathematics by 05/30/2016 as measured by
STI pre-post test per administration, teacher made assessments, open-ended responses, and content benchmark assessments..

Activity - Implementation of Strategic Teaching Activity Type Begin Date End Date Resource
Assigned

Source Of
Funding

Staff
Responsible

Teachers will post daily agendas which include student learning targets (I
can statements).  Teacher will implement strategic lessons using learning
activities.  Teachers will incorporate research based instructional strategies
to promote meaningful student engagement.  Teachers will use formative
assessments to monitor student progress.

Direct
Instruction

08/05/2015 05/27/2016 $2500 Title I
Schoolwide

All teachers

Activity - Tier Intervention Activity Type Begin Date End Date Resource
Assigned

Source Of
Funding

Staff
Responsible
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Strategy 3:  
Collaborative Grade Level Team Meetings - Teachers will have common planning times embedded for instructional collaboration.  They will attend weekly collaborative

meetings to analyze data, identify at risk students, discuss common core standards, plan and discuss intervention strategies and monitor student progress.  Teachers

will also discuss and plan lessons following their content and grade specific scope and sequence.  Administrative Team will facilitate meetings weekly. 
Category:  
Research Cited: Alabama Plan 2020 and Professional Learning Communities 

Goal 4: Increase Reading Scores

 

Strategy 1:  
Student Engagement through Strategic Teaching - All teachers will have refresher training on strategic teaching (purposeful planning, instructional strategies, and

differentiated instruction), beginning in August of 2015 though in-house and district-wide professional development.  Teachers will participate in monthly follow up

training with Administrative Team and/or District Support Specialist that are geared toward increasing student achievement. 
Category:  
Research Cited: Alabama Plan 2020 and Common Core State Standards 

Teachers will identify struggling students and provide additional support
twice a week during intervention to target skill deficits.  Resource teachers
will increase resource time as needed and make accommodations for all
special needs students whose IEP's place them in the least restrictive
environment.  Teachers will also incorporate instructional activities and
essential questions that address each level of the Depth of Knowledge.

Direct
Instruction

09/01/2015 05/27/2016 $0 No Funding
Required

All teachers

Activity - Closing the Achievement Gap Activity Type Begin Date End Date Resource
Assigned

Source Of
Funding

Staff
Responsible

Teachers will collaborate to determine best practices to decrease the
number of students who are not proficient.

Direct
Instruction

08/05/2015 05/27/2016 $0 No Funding
Required

Administrative
Team, All
Teachers

Measurable Objective 1:
A 5% increase of All Students  will demonstrate a proficiency  on common core standards in Reading by 05/27/16 in Reading by 05/30/2016 as measured by by STI
pre-post test per administration, teacher made assessments, open-ended responses, and content benchmark assessments..

Activity - Implementation of Strategic Teaching Activity Type Begin Date End Date Resource
Assigned

Source Of
Funding

Staff
Responsible
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Strategy 2:  
Differentiated Instruction - All teachers will provide differentiated instruction on reading standards by incorporating a variety of instructional practices, cooperative

grouping, and assessments. 
Category:  
Research Cited: RTI and Alabama Plan 2020 

Strategy 3:  
Collaborative Grade Level Team Meetings - Teachers will have common planning times embedded for instructional collaboration.  They will attend weekly collaborative

meetings to analyze data, identify at risk students, discuss common core standards, plan and discuss intervention strategies and monitor student progress.  Teacher

will also discuss and plan lessons following their content and grade specific scope and sequence.  Administrative Team will facilitate meetings as needed. 
Category:  
Research Cited: Alabama Plan 2020 and Professional Learning Communities 

Teachers will post daily agendas which include student learning targets (I
can statements).  Teachers will implement strategic lessons using the
explicit instructional model (I do, we/y'all do, you do).  Teachers will
incorporate research based instructional strategies to promote meaningful
student engagement.  Teachers will use formative assessments to monitor
student progress.

Direct
Instruction

08/05/2015 05/30/2016 $6000 Title I
Schoolwide

All teachers

Activity - Differentiated Instruction Activity Type Begin Date End Date Resource
Assigned

Source Of
Funding

Staff
Responsible

Teachers will provide differentiated lessons to address the needs of all
learners.

Direct
Instruction

08/05/2015 05/27/2016 $0 No Funding
Required

All teachers

Activity - Tier Intervention Activity Type Begin Date End Date Resource
Assigned

Source Of
Funding

Staff
Responsible

Teachers will identify struggling students and provide additional support
during daily intervention to target skill deficits.  Resource teachers will
increase resource time as needed and make accommodations for all
special needs students whose IEP's place them in the least restrictive
environment.  Teachers will also incorporate instructional activities and
essential questions that address each level of the Depth of Knowledge.

Direct
Instruction

08/05/2015 05/27/2016 $0 No Funding
Required

All teachers

Activity - Closing the Achievement Gap Activity Type Begin Date End Date Resource
Assigned

Source Of
Funding

Staff
Responsible

Teachers will collaborate to determine best practices to decrease the
number of students who are not proficient.

Direct
Instruction

08/05/2015 05/27/2016 $0 No Funding
Required

Administrative
Team, All
Teachers
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Goal 5: Positive School Climate

 

Strategy 1:  
Mindset Action Book Study - All certified staff will participate in an action book study facilitated by the Principal.  Each grade level and support staff will facilitate

assigned chapters during monthly faculty meetings. 
Category:  
Research Cited: Carol Dweck study on the difference between a fixed mindset vs. a growth mindset 

Strategy 2:  
Positive Behavior Intervention Support - Students will be provided incentives for meeting or exceeding expectations in academics, attendance, and behavior as it

relates to our school-wide expectations:  ROAR R- Responsible  O- On-Time  A- Accomplish Goals  R-Respectful 
Category:  
Research Cited: As it relates to our school wide expectations: ROAR 

Measurable Objective 1:
collaborate to develop a Professional Learning Community, with a belief that we are accountable for "Teaching and Learning." by 12/18/2015 as measured by as
measured by progress reports, report cards, summative/formative assessment data, discipline reports, instructional rounds, and observations..

Activity - Building a Collaborative Culture Activity Type Begin Date End Date Resource
Assigned

Source Of
Funding

Staff
Responsible

Teachers will complete the Mindset surveys and self reflect on their current
mindset and work towards developing or sustaining a growth mindset.

Professional
Learning

10/01/2015 01/11/2016 $0 No Funding
Required

All Faculty
and Staff

Activity - Celebrating Success Activity Type Begin Date End Date Resource
Assigned

Source Of
Funding

Staff
Responsible

Each month we will showcase teachers based on evidence from
Instructional Rounds who exhibit effective instructional practices that are
explicit, engaging, purposeful, and relevant in addressing all learners.
Teachers will be featured on the Teacher Shout Out bulletin board.  These
teachers will also receive incentives provided by our Partners in Education.

Other 09/14/2015 05/27/2016 $0 No Funding
Required

Administrative
Team

Activity - Motivational Rewards Activity Type Begin Date End Date Resource
Assigned

Source Of
Funding

Staff
Responsible

Teachers will use research based behavioral strategies to motivate,
support, and engage students through understanding behavioral
expectations, routines, and structures.  In return, incorporating these
strategies with fidelity will have a high impact on student achievement.

Behavioral
Support
Program

09/14/2015 05/27/2016 $0 District
Funding

All faculty and
staff

Activity - Monitor Implementation of School-Wide Discipline Plan Activity Type Begin Date End Date Resource
Assigned

Source Of
Funding

Staff
Responsible
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Strategy 3:  
Professional Learning - Teachers will attend professional training sessions offered in-house, district-wide, as well as state and national conference with a focus on

improving student achievement 
Category:  
Research Cited: Alabama Plan 2020, Common Core State Standards, RTI, and PLC. 

Goal 6: Increase ELL Proficiency

 

Strategy 1:  
Using English in all Content Areas - Teachers will implement sheltered instruction observation protocol (SIPO) in content classes. 
Category:  
Research Cited: WIDA Standards 

Teachers will follow the seven step discipline plan, which includes the
support from parents, teachers, counselor, district support personnel,
PBIS. and referral to PST.  Administrators will collaborate with school
appointed Intervention Specialist to provide assistance with any identified
chronic behavioral concerns.  Also, the counselor, who serves as the PBIS
Facilitator, will full implement the PBIS program to curtail discipline
concerns.

Behavioral
Support
Program

09/01/2015 05/27/2016 $0 No Funding
Required

Faculty and
Staff,
Intervention
Specialist,
Counselor,
Implementatio
n Team and
PST Team

Activity - Building a Collaborative Culture Activity Type Begin Date End Date Resource
Assigned

Source Of
Funding

Staff
Responsible

Teachers will attend professional development based on indcators in their
PLP, data from Instructional Rounds, and Classroom Observations.  These
learning opportunities will provide teachers with the necessary tools and
resources needed to increase student achievement.

Professional
Learning

10/01/2015 05/27/2016 $10000 Title II Part A Administrative
Team

Measurable Objective 1:
A 5% increase of All Students  will demonstrate a proficiency  in Reading, Writing, Listening, and Speaking on grade level in Reading in English 10 by 05/27/2016 as
measured by WIDA Standards.

Activity - Teacher Training Activity Type Begin Date End Date Resource
Assigned

Source Of
Funding

Staff
Responsible

Teachers will receive training on WIDA Standards, and attend the ELL
Professional Development Academy.

Professional
Learning

08/05/2015 05/27/2016 $0 No Funding
Required

Administrative
Team,
Teachers,
and ELL
Teacher.
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Activity Summary by Funding Source

 
Below is a breakdown of your activities by funding source

 
Title I Schoolwide

No Funding Required

Activity Name Activity Description Activity Type Begin Date End Date Resource
Assigned

Staff
Responsible

Implementation of Strategic
Teaching

Teachers will post daily agendas which include student
learning targets (I can statements).  Teachers will
implement strategic lessons using the explicit instructional
model (I do, we/y'all do, you do).  Teachers will incorporate
research based instructional strategies to promote
meaningful student engagement.  Teachers will use
formative assessments to monitor student progress.

Direct
Instruction

08/05/2015 05/30/2016 $6000 All teachers

Implementation of Strategic
Teaching

Teachers will post daily agendas which include student
learning targets (I can statements).  Teacher will implement
strategic lessons using learning activities.  Teachers will
incorporate research based instructional strategies to
promote meaningful student engagement.  Teachers will
use formative assessments to monitor student progress.

Direct
Instruction

08/05/2015 05/27/2016 $2500 All teachers

Total $8500

Activity Name Activity Description Activity Type Begin Date End Date Resource
Assigned

Staff
Responsible

Monitor Implementation of
School-Wide Discipline Plan

Teachers will follow the seven step discipline plan, which
includes the support from parents, teachers, counselor,
district support personnel, PBIS. and referral to PST.
Administrators will collaborate with school appointed
Intervention Specialist to provide assistance with any
identified chronic behavioral concerns.  Also, the counselor,
who serves as the PBIS Facilitator, will full implement the
PBIS program to curtail discipline concerns.

Behavioral
Support
Program

09/01/2015 05/27/2016 $0 Faculty and
Staff,
Intervention
Specialist,
Counselor,
Implementatio
n Team and
PST Team

Celebrating Success Each month we will showcase teachers based on evidence
from Instructional Rounds who exhibit effective instructional
practices that are explicit, engaging, purposeful, and
relevant in addressing all learners.  Teachers will be
featured on the Teacher Shout Out bulletin board.  These
teachers will also receive incentives provided by our
Partners in Education.

Other 09/14/2015 05/27/2016 $0 Administrative
Team

Building a Collaborative
Culture

Teachers will complete the Mindset surveys and self reflect
on their current mindset and work towards developing or
sustaining a growth mindset.

Professional
Learning

10/01/2015 01/11/2016 $0 All Faculty
and Staff
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Title II Part A

Writing Across Content
Areas

All teachers will integrate writing in every content area with
an emphasis on writing.  Also, technology teacher will
engage students in keyboarding/word processing programs
during their computer class.

Direct
Instruction

08/05/2015 05/30/2016 $0 Teachers,
Technology
Teacher, and
Administrative
Team.

Closing the Achievement
Gap

Teachers will collaborate to determine best practices to
decrease the number of students who are not proficient.

Direct
Instruction

08/05/2015 05/27/2016 $0 Administrative
Team, All
Teachers

Teacher Training Teachers will receive training on WIDA Standards, and
attend the ELL Professional Development Academy.

Professional
Learning

08/05/2015 05/27/2016 $0 Administrative
Team,
Teachers,
and ELL
Teacher.

Differentiated Instruction Teachers will provide differentiated lessons to address the
needs of all learners.

Direct
Instruction

08/05/2015 05/27/2016 $0 All teachers

Administration Intervention Administrators and counselor will monitor student
attendance and meet with students who are habitually
absent or tardy.

Behavioral
Support
Program

08/05/2015 05/30/2016 $0 Advisors,
Counselor,
Administrator
s

Tier Intervention Teachers will identify struggling students and provide
additional support during daily intervention to target skill
deficits.  Resource teachers will increase resource time as
needed and make accommodations for all special needs
students whose IEP's place them in the least restrictive
environment.  Teachers will also incorporate instructional
activities and essential questions that address each level of
the Depth of Knowledge.

Direct
Instruction

08/05/2015 05/27/2016 $0 All teachers

Closing the Achievement
Gap

Teachers will collaborate to determine best practices to
decrease the number of students who are not proficient.

Direct
Instruction

08/05/2015 05/27/2016 $0 Administrative
Team, All
Teachers

Drop Everything and Write Journal writing in response to an issued prompt Academic
Support
Program

08/05/2015 05/30/2016 $0 All teachers
and
administrators

Tier Intervention Teachers will identify struggling students and provide
additional support twice a week during intervention to target
skill deficits.  Resource teachers will increase resource time
as needed and make accommodations for all special needs
students whose IEP's place them in the least restrictive
environment.  Teachers will also incorporate instructional
activities and essential questions that address each level of
the Depth of Knowledge.

Direct
Instruction

09/01/2015 05/27/2016 $0 All teachers

Total $0

Activity Name Activity Description Activity Type Begin Date End Date Resource
Assigned

Staff
Responsible
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District Funding

Building a Collaborative
Culture

Teachers will attend professional development based on
indcators in their PLP, data from Instructional Rounds, and
Classroom Observations.  These learning opportunities will
provide teachers with the necessary tools and resources
needed to increase student achievement.

Professional
Learning

10/01/2015 05/27/2016 $10000 Administrative
Team

Total $10000

Activity Name Activity Description Activity Type Begin Date End Date Resource
Assigned

Staff
Responsible

Motivational Rewards Teachers will use research based behavioral strategies to
motivate, support, and engage students through
understanding behavioral expectations, routines, and
structures.  In return, incorporating these strategies with
fidelity will have a high impact on student achievement.

Behavioral
Support
Program

09/14/2015 05/27/2016 $0 All faculty and
staff

Total $0
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Introduction
 
The Stakeholder Feedback Diagnostic is designed to analyze the institution's survey results in terms of areas of achievement and areas that

need improvement. Further, the diagnostic is essential to the accreditation and continuous improvement processes in that it provides the

institution with a comprehensive view of the aggregate scores of the surveys administered, and the actual total of respondents for each

survey type to derive a single score for this diagnostic. The performance level score computed at the completion of the diagnostic is used to

broaden and enhance the external review team's understanding of the stakeholder's perceptions of the institution; the diagnostic should be

used in the same manner by the institution as it engages in improvement planning. 
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Stakeholder Feedback Data

 

 

 

Label Assurance Response Comment Attachment
1. Did you complete the Stakeholder Feedback

Data document offline and upload below?
No All surveys were completed

online.
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Evaluative Criteria and Rubrics

 

 

Overall Rating:  4.0 

 

Statement or Question Response Rating
1. Questionnaire Administration All required AdvancED questionnaires were

used by the institution to receive stakeholder
feedback. The minimum response rate for each
population was met (parent questionnaire:
equal to or greater than 20%, student
questionnaire(s): equal to or greater than 40%,
staff questionnaire: equal to or greater than
60%). Questionnaires were administered with
complete fidelity to the appropriate
administrative procedures. In every instance,
the stakeholders to whom these questionnaires
were administered fully represented the
populations served by the institution.
Appropriate accommodations were provided as
necessary for all participants.

Level 4

Statement or Question Response Rating
2. Stakeholder Feedback Results and Analysis Two or more of the stakeholder questionnaires

had average item values of 4.30 or higher (on a
5.0 scale). All questionnaires had an average
item value of 3.20 or above (on a 5.0 scale).
Results of stakeholder feedback collected by
the institution were well analyzed and clearly
presented.

Level 4
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Areas of Notable Achievement

 

 

 
Which area(s) indicate the overall highest level of satisfaction or approval? 
 
Areas indicating the overall highest level of satisfaction or approval on the Student Survey were as follows:

84.43% of students indicated by strongly agreeing or agreeing that a high quality of education is offered at Wilkerson Middle School.  86.89%

strongly agreed or agreed that teachers work together to improve student learning.

Students indicated by 84.84% that they strongly agreed or agreed that rules are applied equally to all students.

The highest level of satisfaction or approval with a percent of 86.83% of students either strongly agreeing or agreeing was the question which

states my school prepares me for success in the next school year.

 

Areas indicating the overall highest level of satisfaction or approval on the School Climate Teacher Survey were as follows:

100% of teachers agree or strongly agree they set high standards for academic progress.

100% of teachers agree or strongly agree they provide opportunities for their students to get individual help.

100% of teachers agree or strongly agree they tell their students how well they are learning the things that are taught to them.

100% of teachers agree or strongly agree they display student work to show their pride in the work their students do.

100% of teachers agree or strongly agree they challenge their students to think.

100% of teachers agree or strongly agree they get along well with other faculty and staff at the school.

100% of teachers agree or strongly agree teachers in the school feel they are supported by the school's stakeholders.

100% of teachers agree or strongly agree the faculty and staff at the school have the opportunity to be involved in the decisions that affect

their work.

100% of teachers agree or strongly agree they understand how their performance will be evaluated.

100% of teachers agree or strongly agree school leaders provide and support an environment for refining instruction.

100% of teachers agree or strongly agree the school makes adjustments to school procedures and practices in order to refine teacher

instruction.

100% of teachers agree or strongly agree student achievement data specific to their students are easily accessible.

100% of teachers agree or strongly agree they have a clear understanding of what they are expected to teach.

100% of teachers agree or strongly agree teachers have good relationships with parents.

100% of teachers agree or strongly agree they stay in contact with most of their students' parents.

 

Areas indicating the overall highest level of satisfaction or approval on the Parent Survey were as follows:

95.39% of parents agree or strongly agree our school's purpose statement is clearly focused on student success.

95.38% of parents agree or strongly agree our school has high expectations for students in all classes.

93.65% of parents agree or strongly agree our school provides a safe learning environment.

 

 

 
 
 
Which area(s) show a trend toward increasing stakeholder satisfaction or approval? 
 
On the Student Survey, while a larger percentage of students were surveyed than during the previous year, analysis showed scores
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remained almost consistent from previous year's scores.  There was a slight upward trend in Governance and Leadership questions,

although average scores for the past two years have been almost identical.

 

On the School Climate Teacher Survey there was a trend toward increasing stakeholder satisfaction or approval in the following areas:

Academics-

I provide opportunities for my students to get individual help.

School Rules-

There are clear rules about student behavior, harassment, intimidation and bullying at my school.

School Connectedness-

Teachers feel they are supported by school leaders

Teachers feel they are supported by the school's stakeholders

Professional Climate-

I understand how my performance will be graded

Professional Practice-

Student achievement data specific to students are easily accessible

School Stability-

The faculty at my school is stable with very little turnover.

 

On the Parent Survey there was a trend toward increasing stakeholder satisfaction or approval in the following areas:

Purpose and Direction-

Our school's purpose statement is formally reviewed and revised with involvement from parents.

Governance and Leadership-

Our school's governing body does not interfere with the operation of leadership of our school.

Teaching and Assessing for Learning-

All of my child's teachers use a variety of teaching strategies and learning activities.

Resources and Support Systems-

Our school provides qualified staff members to support student learning.

Using Results for Continuous Improvement-

My child has administrators and teachers that monitor and inform me of his/her learning progress.

 

 
 
 
Which of the above reported findings are consistent with findings from other stakeholder feedback sources?  
 
Qualified professional and support staff are sufficient in number to fulfill their roles and responsibilities to support the school's purpose,

direction, and the educational program. Faculty findings were overall very positive.  Parent satisfaction, across all areas, showed

improvement.

 

Student feedback indicated positive feedback in regards to the school's culture and their understanding of expectations, rules and

procedures.

 

Based on previous and current survey data, all stakeholders understand and support the school's mission and vision in an effort to increase

student achievement. 
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Areas in Need of Improvement

 

 

 
Which area(s) indicate the overall lowest level of satisfaction or approval? 
 
On the Student Survey, the following areas indicate the overall lowest level of satisfaction or approval:

55.56% of students were either neutral, disagreed or strongly disagreed  that in their school students respect the property of others.

47.55% of students were either neutral, disagreed or strongly disagreed that in their school students treat adults with respect.

45.27% of students either strongly agreed or agreed that in the school students help each other even if they are not friends.

 

On the School Climate Teacher Survey, the following areas indicate the overall lowest level of satisfaction or approval:

57.14% of teachers disagree or strongly disagree the school has had no more than two principals in the last five years.

33.33% of teachers disagree or strongly disagree parents generally volunteer time to assist in the school

19.05% of teachers disagree or strongly disagree their students strive to meet the high expectations for performance they set for them.

 

On the Parent Survey, the following areas indicate the overall lowest level of satisfaction or approval:

26.31% of parents were either neutral or disagreed that our school ensures the effective use of financial resources.

15.79% of parents were neutral on the school providing excellent support services (e.g., counseling, and/or career planning).

 

 
 
 
Which area(s) show a trend toward decreasing stakeholder satisfaction or approval? 
 
On the Student Survey, the following areas show a trend toward decreasing stakeholder satisfaction or approval:

Results from the 2014-2015 survey show a decline on overall average score from 3.46 to 3.12 concerning students helping each other even

if they are not friends.

Results from the 2014-2015 survey show a decline on overall average score from 3.95 to 3.18 on students respecting the property of others.

 

On the School Climate Teacher Survey, the following areas show a trend toward decreasing stakeholder satisfaction or approval:

Results from the 2014-2015 survey show a decline on overall average score from 100% agreeing or strongly agreeing that there are clear

rules about student behavior to 88.48% agreeing or strongly agreeing on the 2015-2016 survey.

Results from the 2014-2015 survey show a decline on overall average score from 100% agreeing or strongly agreeing that rules are enforced

at the school to 90.47% agreeing or strongly agreeing on the 2015-2016 survey.

 

On the Parent Survey, the following area showed a trend toward decreasing stakeholder satisfaction or approval:

Results from the 2014-2015 survey show a decline on overall average score of 4.51 to to 4.18 on our school providing excellent support

services (e.g., counseling, and/or career planning).  This was the only area that had a lower overall average.

 
 
 
What are the implications for these stakeholder perceptions? 
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On the Student Surveys, the following implications may be drawn:

Students are aware of the lack of respect for property

Students are aware of the lack of respect for adults.

Students are award that others are not helpful unless they are your friend.

 

On the School Climate Teacher Surveys, the following implications may be drawn:

Teachers indicate they set high standards for academic performance.

Teachers indicate they provide opportunities for their students to get individual help.

Teachers tell their students how well they are learning the things that are taught to them.

Teachers are displaying student work.

Teachers are challenging their students to think.

Teachers get along well with other faculty and staff and faculty and staff are friendly toward each other.

Teachers feel they are supported b the school's stakeholders.

Teachers feel they have the opportunity to be involved in the decisions that affect their work.

Teachers feel school leadership recognizes their strengths and weaknesses.

 

On the Parent Survey, the following implications may be drawn:

Our school's purpose statement is clearly focused on student success.

Our school has established goals and a plan for improving student learning.

Our school has high expectations for students in all classes.

Our school provides a safe learning environment.

All of my child's teachers help me to understand my child's progress.

 

 
 
 
Which of the above reported findings are consistent with findings from other stakeholder feedback sources? 
 
On the Student Survey findings, the following conclusions can be drawn in relationship to other stakeholder feedback sources:

There is a lack of respect for property.

There is a lack of respect for adults.

There is a lack of respect among students unless the students consider one another as friends.

 

On the School Climate Teacher Survey findings, the following conclusions can be drawn in relationship to other stakeholder feedback

sources:

Teachers set high academic standards.

Teachers feel supported by school stakeholders.

Teachers feel supported by administration.

Teachers have a clear understanding of expectations.

 

On the Parent Survey findings, the following conclusions can be drawn in relationship to other stakeholder feedback sources:

Our school's purpose statement is clearly focused on student success.

Our school has established goals and a plan for improving student learning.

Students know the school's expectations.
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Teachers work as a team to provide individualized instruction.

Our school provides a safe learning environment. 
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Report Summary

 

Scores By Section

Sections

1 2 3 4

Section Score

Evaluative Criteria and Rubrics 4
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Introduction
 
This diagnostic tool is aligned to requirements for Title I Schoolwide schools. As described in sections 1111(b)(1), 1114 (b)(1)(A)] and

1309(2) of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act (ESEA), the comprehensive needs assessment (CNA) requirement is met by

completing a School Process Profile and Summary Report. The comprehensive needs assessment must be completed prior to creating a

new plan or annually updating an existing school improvement plan. Use the results of the comprehensive needs assessment to develop

Goals/Objectives/Strategies and Activities. Ensure that the Gap Statements and Causes for Gaps included in the Goals information address

all four measures of data: student achievement data, school programs/process data, perceptions data (must include teachers and parents;

student data is encouraged), and demographic data. The Comprehensive Needs Assessment must also take into account the needs of

migratory children as defined in Title I, Part C, Section 1309(2).
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Component 1: Comprehensive Needs Assessment

 

 

 
1. How was the comprehensive needs assessment conducted?  
 
During an in-house in-service at the beginning of the 2015-2016 school year, the administrators presented to the faculty a challenge to try to

increase our daily attendance. Also, the faculty was made aware of a system-wide effort to

increase writing mechanics. The name of this program is Drop Everything and Write. A recent review of the 2015 ASPIRE scores also saw

an increased need to focus on reading and math at all grade levels and across all demographics. 
 
 
2. What were the results of the comprehensive needs assessment?  
 
Administrators will monitor student attendance and grades at least twice a month. Students with issues related to attendance and grades will

meet with an administrator. The  administration and the counselor will work jointly to provide support when attendance or grades have been

flagged as an issue.

The committee also determined that whatever materials and supplies necessary to provide improved instruction in the areas of writing,

reading and math be included in the current year plan. 
 
 
3. What conclusions were drawn from the results?  
 
Having an adult to hold the student accountable for attendance and grades will result in an improvement in average daily attendance and in

the students' academic success. Also, having the necessary materials and supplies to provide instruction will help to improve student

learning outcomes. The school will provide opportunities for the most academically needy students to receive support and reinforcement in

the disciplines of writing, math and reading by scheduling enrichment, remediation, tutoring, manipulatives, and other services to increase

student achievement. Faculty will have opportunities to develop new techniques and strategies through professional development

opportunities that will help students improve academically. 
 
 
4. What information was concluded as a result of analyzing perception, student achievement, school programs/process, and

demographic data?  
 
Increased attendance will factor into improved academic grades and promote student success, leading students to be college and/or career

ready at graduation. The counselor will work with students to develop and promote the need of daily attendance. An increased focus on

writing, reading and math will improve student learning outcomes. The PBS Team will be responsible for addressing needs and concerns

related to student assistance. 
 
 
5. How are the school goals connected to priority needs and the needs assessment? 
 
We established our goals for this school year based on data provided in our needs assessment, with a special emphasis on reading and

math across all grade levels. 
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6. How do the goals portray a clear and detailed analysis of multiple types of data?  
 
Wilkerson Middle School has many avenues to gather data. Teacher observation, walk-throughs, portfolios, teacher-made assessments,

standardized testing, Retellings, Think-Pair-Share, Choral Reading, Hand Signals, 3-2-1, and Quickwrite are all avenues we use to assess

student data. After review of all these types of data, we develop our vision and create our needs and goals for the current academic year.

We will continue to use multiple data resources and to guide instruction to enhance student achievement. 
 
 
7. How do the goals address the needs of the whole school population and special recognition to children who are disadvantaged?

  
 
Our selected goals are based upon the needs of the entire school population based on current data and our willingness to educate the whole

child. These goals relate to our students who are economically disadvantaged and to address struggling learners. The goals are developed

to address the needs of all of our students. Any Title I expenditures will meet school wide needs and goals. Resource teachers will provide

additional support for all students working with an Individualized Education Plan (IEP). 
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Component 2: Schoolwide Reform Strategies

 

 

 
1. Identify the strategies in the schoolwide plan that focus on helping all students reach the State's standards. 
 
Goal 1:

All students at Wilkerson Middle School will improve their writing proficiency 
 
 
Measurable Objective 1:

80% of All Students  will demonstrate a proficiency  in writing mechanics in Writing by 05/30/2016 as measured by teacher observation and

assessment of weekly writing entries in response to system generated prompts. 
 
 
Strategy1:

Drop Everything and Write - Every morning all students, teachers, faculty and staff will Drop Everything and Write in an issued journal.

Writing will be in response to a prompt provided by the local board.  All students in grades 6-12 will respond to the same prompt, based on

research from ACT.  Teachers will implement research based writing strategies through guided practice and demonstration lessons by

modeling effective use of writing practices.

Category:

Research Cited: http://all4ed.org/reports-factsheets/writing-next-effective-strategies-to-improve-writing-of-adolescents-in-middle-and-high-

schools/ 
 

 

 
Goal 2:

Students will be grade-level proficient in the use of technology according to the standards listed in the Alabama Course of Study for

Technology 
 
 
Measurable Objective 1:

75% of All Students  will demonstrate a proficiency  in using technology tools in Practical Living by 05/30/2016 as measured by teacher

Activity - Writing Across Content Areas Activity
Type Begin Date End Date Funding Amount

& Source Staff Responsible

All teachers will integrate writing in every
content area with an emphasis on writing.  Also,
technology teacher will engage students in
keyboarding/word processing programs during
their computer class.

Direct
Instruction 08/05/2015 05/30/2016 $0 - No Funding

Required

Teachers, Technology
Teacher, and
Administrative Team.

Activity - Drop Everything and Write Activity
Type Begin Date End Date Funding Amount

& Source Staff Responsible

Journal writing in response to an issued prompt
Academic
Support
Program

08/05/2015 05/30/2016 $0 - No Funding
Required

All teachers and
administrators

ACIP
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observation and opportunities to use varied sources of technology, including desk top computers, lap top computers, smart boards and other

forms of available technology.. 
 
 
Strategy1:

Technology Based Learning - All teachers will provide regular and frequent opportunities for all students to use technology as a tool for

learning.  Students at each grade level will be taught the appropriate grade-level skills and standards from the Alabama Technology Course

of Study.  Students will prepare multimedia presentations, work with online programs and testing formats, and utilize varied learning and

assessment tools.

Category:

Research Cited: College and Career Ready

Alabama Course of Study for Technology 
 

 

 

 
Goal 3:

Increase Math Scores 
 
 
Measurable Objective 1:

A 5% increase of All Students  will demonstrate a proficiency  on common core standards in Mathematics by 05/27/16  in Mathematics by

05/30/2016 as measured by STI pre-post test per administration, teacher made assessments, open-ended responses, and content

benchmark assessments.. 
 
 
Strategy1:

Activity - Professional Development Activity
Type Begin Date End Date Funding Amount

& Source Staff Responsible

Administrators and teachers will participate in
local, district, state and out-of-state professional
development opportunities in order to enhance
their skills and better prepare them to maximize
technology-based teaching and learning
opportunities.

Professional
Learning 08/05/2015 05/30/2016 $7500 - Title I

Schoolwide Administrators, teachers

Activity - Lesson Plans Activity
Type Begin Date End Date Funding Amount

& Source Staff Responsible

Teachers will include the use of technology-
based activities in their weekly lesson plans.
Also, teachers will include grade-specific
objectives from the Alabama Course of Study
for Technology in weekly lesson plans.

Policy and
Process 08/05/2015 05/30/2016 $0 - No Funding

Required All classroom teachers

Activity - Monitor the Use of Teachnology as
a Learning Tool

Activity
Type Begin Date End Date Funding Amount

& Source Staff Responsible

The technology coordinator and administrators
will monitor the use of technology as a learning
tool through observation, review of student
projects and work samples, and walk throughs.

Policy and
Process 08/05/2015 05/30/2016 $0 - No Funding

Required
Administrators, Teacher,
Technology Coordinator
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Student Engagement through Strategic Teaching - All teachers will have training on learning focused schools (purposeful planning,

instructional strategies, and essential questions), beginning in August of 2015, through in-house and district-wide professional development.

Teachers will participate in monthly follow up training with Administration and /or District Support Specialist that are geared towards

increasing student achievement.

Category:

Research Cited: Alabama Plan 2020 and Common Core State Standards 
 

 
Goal 4:

Increase Reading Scores 
 
 
Measurable Objective 1:

A 5% increase of All Students  will demonstrate a proficiency  on common core standards in Reading by 05/27/16 in Reading by 05/30/2016

as measured by by STI pre-post test per administration, teacher made assessments, open-ended responses, and content benchmark

assessments.. 
 
 
Strategy1:

Student Engagement through Strategic Teaching - All teachers will have refresher training on strategic teaching (purposeful planning,

instructional strategies, and differentiated instruction), beginning in August of 2015 though in-house and district-wide professional

development.  Teachers will participate in monthly follow up training with Administrative Team and/or District Support Specialist that are

geared toward increasing student achievement.

Category:

Research Cited: Alabama Plan 2020 and Common Core State Standards 
 

 
 

Activity - Implementation of Strategic
Teaching

Activity
Type Begin Date End Date Funding Amount

& Source Staff Responsible

Teachers will post daily agendas which include
student learning targets (I can statements).
Teacher will implement strategic lessons using
learning activities.  Teachers will incorporate
research based instructional strategies to
promote meaningful student engagement.
Teachers will use formative assessments to
monitor student progress.

Direct
Instruction 08/05/2015 05/27/2016 $2500 - Title I

Schoolwide All teachers

Activity - Implementation of Strategic
Teaching

Activity
Type Begin Date End Date Funding Amount

& Source Staff Responsible

Teachers will post daily agendas which include
student learning targets (I can statements).
Teachers will implement strategic lessons using
the explicit instructional model (I do, we/y'all do,
you do).  Teachers will incorporate research
based instructional strategies to promote
meaningful student engagement.  Teachers will
use formative assessments to monitor student
progress.

Direct
Instruction 08/05/2015 05/30/2016 $6000 - Title I

Schoolwide All teachers
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2. Identify the strategies in the schoolwide plan that increase the quality and quantity of instruction. 
 
Goal 1:

95% of students at Wilkerson Middle School will attend school every day. 
 
 
Measurable Objective 1:

demonstrate a behavior  of the importance of attendance in relation to academic success by 05/27/2016 as measured by daily attendance

data. 
 
 
Strategy1:

Administration/Counselor Mentoring - Students deemed at risk will be referred to an administrator and the counselor.  When necessary, the

school attendance officer will be notified.

Category:

Research Cited: http://www.attendanceworks.org/research/ 
 

 
Goal 2:

All students at Wilkerson Middle School will improve their writing proficiency 
 
 
Measurable Objective 1:

80% of All Students  will demonstrate a proficiency  in writing mechanics in Writing by 05/30/2016 as measured by teacher observation and

assessment of weekly writing entries in response to system generated prompts. 
 
 
Strategy1:

Drop Everything and Write - Every morning all students, teachers, faculty and staff will Drop Everything and Write in an issued journal.

Writing will be in response to a prompt provided by the local board.  All students in grades 6-12 will respond to the same prompt, based on

research from ACT.  Teachers will implement research based writing strategies through guided practice and demonstration lessons by

modeling effective use of writing practices.

Category:

Research Cited: http://all4ed.org/reports-factsheets/writing-next-effective-strategies-to-improve-writing-of-adolescents-in-middle-and-high-

schools/ 
 

Activity - Administration Intervention Activity
Type Begin Date End Date Funding Amount

& Source Staff Responsible

Administrators and counselor will monitor
student attendance and meet with students who
are habitually absent or tardy.

Behavioral
Support
Program

08/05/2015 05/30/2016 $0 - No Funding
Required

Advisors, Counselor,
Administrators

ACIP
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Goal 3:

All faculty and staff at Wilkerson Middle School will be provided with the opportunity to attend high-quality, on-going professional

development offerings 
 
 
Measurable Objective 1:

collaborate to share with all stakeholders information received at different professional development opportunities by 08/01/2016 as

measured by implementation of processes, procedures and programs and knowledge gained by attendance at varying professional

development ventures. 
 
 
Strategy1:

Professional Development  - All faculty and staff will participate in on-going, high-quality professional development activities.  These activities

will be aligned with each person's self-assessment and PDP in Educate Alabama.

Category:

Research Cited: http://www.doe.in.gov/sites/default/files/evaluations/professional-development-report.pdf

Educate Alabama 
 

 
Goal 4:

Students will be grade-level proficient in the use of technology according to the standards listed in the Alabama Course of Study for

Technology 
 
 

Activity - Drop Everything and Write Activity
Type Begin Date End Date Funding Amount

& Source Staff Responsible

Journal writing in response to an issued prompt
Academic
Support
Program

08/05/2015 05/30/2016 $0 - No Funding
Required

All teachers and
administrators

Activity - Writing Across Content Areas Activity
Type Begin Date End Date Funding Amount

& Source Staff Responsible

All teachers will integrate writing in every
content area with an emphasis on writing.  Also,
technology teacher will engage students in
keyboarding/word processing programs during
their computer class.

Direct
Instruction 08/05/2015 05/30/2016 $0 - No Funding

Required

Teachers, Technology
Teacher, and
Administrative Team.

Activity - Professional Development
Offerings

Activity
Type Begin Date End Date Funding Amount

& Source Staff Responsible

Faculty and staff will have opportunities to
attend local, district, state and national
Professional Development opportunities.
These opportunities will be offered at the local,
district, state and national level.  Included in the
opportunities will be conferences such as the
National Reading Association Conference, Nuts
and Bolts Middle Level Symposium, National
Math Conference, National Title I Conference,
and the Middle Level Leadership Institute.

Professional
Learning 08/03/2015 05/30/2016 $7500 - Title I

Schoolwide Administrators, teachers
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Measurable Objective 1:

75% of All Students  will demonstrate a proficiency  in using technology tools in Practical Living by 05/30/2016 as measured by teacher

observation and opportunities to use varied sources of technology, including desk top computers, lap top computers, smart boards and other

forms of available technology.. 
 
 
Strategy1:

Technology Based Learning - All teachers will provide regular and frequent opportunities for all students to use technology as a tool for

learning.  Students at each grade level will be taught the appropriate grade-level skills and standards from the Alabama Technology Course

of Study.  Students will prepare multimedia presentations, work with online programs and testing formats, and utilize varied learning and

assessment tools.

Category:

Research Cited: College and Career Ready

Alabama Course of Study for Technology 
 

 

 

 
Goal 5:

Increase Math Scores 
 
 
Measurable Objective 1:

A 5% increase of All Students  will demonstrate a proficiency  on common core standards in Mathematics by 05/27/16  in Mathematics by

05/30/2016 as measured by STI pre-post test per administration, teacher made assessments, open-ended responses, and content

benchmark assessments.. 
 

Activity - Lesson Plans Activity
Type Begin Date End Date Funding Amount

& Source Staff Responsible

Teachers will include the use of technology-
based activities in their weekly lesson plans.
Also, teachers will include grade-specific
objectives from the Alabama Course of Study
for Technology in weekly lesson plans.

Policy and
Process 08/05/2015 05/30/2016 $0 - No Funding

Required All classroom teachers

Activity - Monitor the Use of Teachnology as
a Learning Tool

Activity
Type Begin Date End Date Funding Amount

& Source Staff Responsible

The technology coordinator and administrators
will monitor the use of technology as a learning
tool through observation, review of student
projects and work samples, and walk throughs.

Policy and
Process 08/05/2015 05/30/2016 $0 - No Funding

Required
Administrators, Teacher,
Technology Coordinator

Activity - Professional Development Activity
Type Begin Date End Date Funding Amount

& Source Staff Responsible

Administrators and teachers will participate in
local, district, state and out-of-state professional
development opportunities in order to enhance
their skills and better prepare them to maximize
technology-based teaching and learning
opportunities.

Professional
Learning 08/05/2015 05/30/2016 $7500 - Title I

Schoolwide Administrators, teachers

ACIP
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Strategy1:

Student Engagement through Strategic Teaching - All teachers will have training on learning focused schools (purposeful planning,

instructional strategies, and essential questions), beginning in August of 2015, through in-house and district-wide professional development.

Teachers will participate in monthly follow up training with Administration and /or District Support Specialist that are geared towards

increasing student achievement.

Category:

Research Cited: Alabama Plan 2020 and Common Core State Standards 
 

 
Goal 6:

Increase Reading Scores 
 
 
Measurable Objective 1:

A 5% increase of All Students  will demonstrate a proficiency  on common core standards in Reading by 05/27/16 in Reading by 05/30/2016

as measured by by STI pre-post test per administration, teacher made assessments, open-ended responses, and content benchmark

assessments.. 
 
 
Strategy1:

Student Engagement through Strategic Teaching - All teachers will have refresher training on strategic teaching (purposeful planning,

instructional strategies, and differentiated instruction), beginning in August of 2015 though in-house and district-wide professional

development.  Teachers will participate in monthly follow up training with Administrative Team and/or District Support Specialist that are

geared toward increasing student achievement.

Category:

Research Cited: Alabama Plan 2020 and Common Core State Standards 
 

Activity - Implementation of Strategic
Teaching

Activity
Type Begin Date End Date Funding Amount

& Source Staff Responsible

Teachers will post daily agendas which include
student learning targets (I can statements).
Teacher will implement strategic lessons using
learning activities.  Teachers will incorporate
research based instructional strategies to
promote meaningful student engagement.
Teachers will use formative assessments to
monitor student progress.

Direct
Instruction 08/05/2015 05/27/2016 $2500 - Title I

Schoolwide All teachers

Activity - Implementation of Strategic
Teaching

Activity
Type Begin Date End Date Funding Amount

& Source Staff Responsible

Teachers will post daily agendas which include
student learning targets (I can statements).
Teachers will implement strategic lessons using
the explicit instructional model (I do, we/y'all do,
you do).  Teachers will incorporate research
based instructional strategies to promote
meaningful student engagement.  Teachers will
use formative assessments to monitor student
progress.

Direct
Instruction 08/05/2015 05/30/2016 $6000 - Title I

Schoolwide All teachers
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3. Identify the research-based reform strategies in the schoolwide plan that align with the findings of the needs assessment. 
 
Goal 1:

95% of students at Wilkerson Middle School will attend school every day. 
 
 
Measurable Objective 1:

demonstrate a behavior  of the importance of attendance in relation to academic success by 05/27/2016 as measured by daily attendance

data. 
 
 
Strategy1:

Administration/Counselor Mentoring - Students deemed at risk will be referred to an administrator and the counselor.  When necessary, the

school attendance officer will be notified.

Category:

Research Cited: http://www.attendanceworks.org/research/ 
 

 
 
 
4. Identify the research-based reform strategies in the schoolwide plan that align with the findings of the needs assessment. 
 
Goal 1:

95% of students at Wilkerson Middle School will attend school every day. 
 
 
Measurable Objective 1:

demonstrate a behavior  of the importance of attendance in relation to academic success by 05/27/2016 as measured by daily attendance

data. 
 
 
Strategy1:

Administration/Counselor Mentoring - Students deemed at risk will be referred to an administrator and the counselor.  When necessary, the

school attendance officer will be notified.

Category:

Research Cited: http://www.attendanceworks.org/research/ 

Activity - Administration Intervention Activity
Type Begin Date End Date Funding Amount

& Source Staff Responsible

Administrators and counselor will monitor
student attendance and meet with students who
are habitually absent or tardy.

Behavioral
Support
Program

08/05/2015 05/30/2016 $0 - No Funding
Required

Advisors, Counselor,
Administrators

ACIP
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Goal 2:

All students at Wilkerson Middle School will improve their writing proficiency 
 
 
Measurable Objective 1:

80% of All Students  will demonstrate a proficiency  in writing mechanics in Writing by 05/30/2016 as measured by teacher observation and

assessment of weekly writing entries in response to system generated prompts. 
 
 
Strategy1:

Drop Everything and Write - Every morning all students, teachers, faculty and staff will Drop Everything and Write in an issued journal.

Writing will be in response to a prompt provided by the local board.  All students in grades 6-12 will respond to the same prompt, based on

research from ACT.  Teachers will implement research based writing strategies through guided practice and demonstration lessons by

modeling effective use of writing practices.

Category:

Research Cited: http://all4ed.org/reports-factsheets/writing-next-effective-strategies-to-improve-writing-of-adolescents-in-middle-and-high-

schools/ 
 

 

 
Goal 3:

Students will be grade-level proficient in the use of technology according to the standards listed in the Alabama Course of Study for

Technology 
 
 
Measurable Objective 1:

75% of All Students  will demonstrate a proficiency  in using technology tools in Practical Living by 05/30/2016 as measured by teacher

Activity - Administration Intervention Activity
Type Begin Date End Date Funding Amount

& Source Staff Responsible

Administrators and counselor will monitor
student attendance and meet with students who
are habitually absent or tardy.

Behavioral
Support
Program

08/05/2015 05/30/2016 $0 - No Funding
Required

Advisors, Counselor,
Administrators

Activity - Writing Across Content Areas Activity
Type Begin Date End Date Funding Amount

& Source Staff Responsible

All teachers will integrate writing in every
content area with an emphasis on writing.  Also,
technology teacher will engage students in
keyboarding/word processing programs during
their computer class.

Direct
Instruction 08/05/2015 05/30/2016 $0 - No Funding

Required

Teachers, Technology
Teacher, and
Administrative Team.

Activity - Drop Everything and Write Activity
Type Begin Date End Date Funding Amount

& Source Staff Responsible

Journal writing in response to an issued prompt
Academic
Support
Program

08/05/2015 05/30/2016 $0 - No Funding
Required

All teachers and
administrators

ACIP
Malachi Wilkerson Middle School
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observation and opportunities to use varied sources of technology, including desk top computers, lap top computers, smart boards and other

forms of available technology.. 
 
 
Strategy1:

Technology Based Learning - All teachers will provide regular and frequent opportunities for all students to use technology as a tool for

learning.  Students at each grade level will be taught the appropriate grade-level skills and standards from the Alabama Technology Course

of Study.  Students will prepare multimedia presentations, work with online programs and testing formats, and utilize varied learning and

assessment tools.

Category:

Research Cited: College and Career Ready

Alabama Course of Study for Technology 
 

 

 

 
 
 
5. Identify the strategies in the schoolwide plan that provide a level of interventions for students who need the most instructional

support. 
 
Goal 1:

All students at Wilkerson Middle School will improve their writing proficiency 
 
 
Measurable Objective 1:

80% of All Students  will demonstrate a proficiency  in writing mechanics in Writing by 05/30/2016 as measured by teacher observation and

Activity - Professional Development Activity
Type Begin Date End Date Funding Amount

& Source Staff Responsible

Administrators and teachers will participate in
local, district, state and out-of-state professional
development opportunities in order to enhance
their skills and better prepare them to maximize
technology-based teaching and learning
opportunities.

Professional
Learning 08/05/2015 05/30/2016 $7500 - Title I

Schoolwide Administrators, teachers

Activity - Monitor the Use of Teachnology as
a Learning Tool

Activity
Type Begin Date End Date Funding Amount

& Source Staff Responsible

The technology coordinator and administrators
will monitor the use of technology as a learning
tool through observation, review of student
projects and work samples, and walk throughs.

Policy and
Process 08/05/2015 05/30/2016 $0 - No Funding

Required
Administrators, Teacher,
Technology Coordinator

Activity - Lesson Plans Activity
Type Begin Date End Date Funding Amount

& Source Staff Responsible

Teachers will include the use of technology-
based activities in their weekly lesson plans.
Also, teachers will include grade-specific
objectives from the Alabama Course of Study
for Technology in weekly lesson plans.

Policy and
Process 08/05/2015 05/30/2016 $0 - No Funding

Required All classroom teachers

ACIP
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assessment of weekly writing entries in response to system generated prompts. 
 
 
Strategy1:

Drop Everything and Write - Every morning all students, teachers, faculty and staff will Drop Everything and Write in an issued journal.

Writing will be in response to a prompt provided by the local board.  All students in grades 6-12 will respond to the same prompt, based on

research from ACT.  Teachers will implement research based writing strategies through guided practice and demonstration lessons by

modeling effective use of writing practices.

Category:

Research Cited: http://all4ed.org/reports-factsheets/writing-next-effective-strategies-to-improve-writing-of-adolescents-in-middle-and-high-

schools/ 
 

 

 
 
 
6. English Language Proficiency Goal (Should address identified weaknesses and gaps): 
 
Goal 1:

All students at Wilkerson Middle School will improve their writing proficiency 
 
 
Measurable Objective 1:

80% of All Students  will demonstrate a proficiency  in writing mechanics in Writing by 05/30/2016 as measured by teacher observation and

assessment of weekly writing entries in response to system generated prompts. 
 
 
Strategy1:

Drop Everything and Write - Every morning all students, teachers, faculty and staff will Drop Everything and Write in an issued journal.

Writing will be in response to a prompt provided by the local board.  All students in grades 6-12 will respond to the same prompt, based on

research from ACT.  Teachers will implement research based writing strategies through guided practice and demonstration lessons by

modeling effective use of writing practices.

Category:

Research Cited: http://all4ed.org/reports-factsheets/writing-next-effective-strategies-to-improve-writing-of-adolescents-in-middle-and-high-

Activity - Writing Across Content Areas Activity
Type Begin Date End Date Funding Amount

& Source Staff Responsible

All teachers will integrate writing in every
content area with an emphasis on writing.  Also,
technology teacher will engage students in
keyboarding/word processing programs during
their computer class.

Direct
Instruction 08/05/2015 05/30/2016 $0 - No Funding

Required

Teachers, Technology
Teacher, and
Administrative Team.

Activity - Drop Everything and Write Activity
Type Begin Date End Date Funding Amount

& Source Staff Responsible

Journal writing in response to an issued prompt
Academic
Support
Program

08/05/2015 05/30/2016 $0 - No Funding
Required

All teachers and
administrators

ACIP
Malachi Wilkerson Middle School
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schools/ 
 

 

 
Goal 2:

Increase Reading Scores 
 
 
Measurable Objective 1:

A 5% increase of All Students  will demonstrate a proficiency  on common core standards in Reading by 05/27/16 in Reading by 05/30/2016

as measured by by STI pre-post test per administration, teacher made assessments, open-ended responses, and content benchmark

assessments.. 
 
 
Strategy1:

Student Engagement through Strategic Teaching - All teachers will have refresher training on strategic teaching (purposeful planning,

instructional strategies, and differentiated instruction), beginning in August of 2015 though in-house and district-wide professional

development.  Teachers will participate in monthly follow up training with Administrative Team and/or District Support Specialist that are

geared toward increasing student achievement.

Category:

Research Cited: Alabama Plan 2020 and Common Core State Standards 
 

 
 
 

Activity - Writing Across Content Areas Activity
Type Begin Date End Date Funding Amount

& Source Staff Responsible

All teachers will integrate writing in every
content area with an emphasis on writing.  Also,
technology teacher will engage students in
keyboarding/word processing programs during
their computer class.

Direct
Instruction 08/05/2015 05/30/2016 $0 - No Funding

Required

Teachers, Technology
Teacher, and
Administrative Team.

Activity - Drop Everything and Write Activity
Type Begin Date End Date Funding Amount

& Source Staff Responsible

Journal writing in response to an issued prompt
Academic
Support
Program

08/05/2015 05/30/2016 $0 - No Funding
Required

All teachers and
administrators

Activity - Implementation of Strategic
Teaching

Activity
Type Begin Date End Date Funding Amount

& Source Staff Responsible

Teachers will post daily agendas which include
student learning targets (I can statements).
Teachers will implement strategic lessons using
the explicit instructional model (I do, we/y'all do,
you do).  Teachers will incorporate research
based instructional strategies to promote
meaningful student engagement.  Teachers will
use formative assessments to monitor student
progress.

Direct
Instruction 08/05/2015 05/30/2016 $6000 - Title I

Schoolwide All teachers
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7. Identify the strategies in the schoowide plan that provide an enriched and accelerated curriculum for select students and

support progress for all students. 
 
Goal 1:

All students at Wilkerson Middle School will improve their writing proficiency 
 
 
Measurable Objective 1:

80% of All Students  will demonstrate a proficiency  in writing mechanics in Writing by 05/30/2016 as measured by teacher observation and

assessment of weekly writing entries in response to system generated prompts. 
 
 
Strategy1:

Drop Everything and Write - Every morning all students, teachers, faculty and staff will Drop Everything and Write in an issued journal.

Writing will be in response to a prompt provided by the local board.  All students in grades 6-12 will respond to the same prompt, based on

research from ACT.  Teachers will implement research based writing strategies through guided practice and demonstration lessons by

modeling effective use of writing practices.

Category:

Research Cited: http://all4ed.org/reports-factsheets/writing-next-effective-strategies-to-improve-writing-of-adolescents-in-middle-and-high-

schools/ 
 

 

 
Goal 2:

Students will be grade-level proficient in the use of technology according to the standards listed in the Alabama Course of Study for

Technology 
 
 
Measurable Objective 1:

75% of All Students  will demonstrate a proficiency  in using technology tools in Practical Living by 05/30/2016 as measured by teacher

observation and opportunities to use varied sources of technology, including desk top computers, lap top computers, smart boards and other

forms of available technology.. 
 
 

Activity - Drop Everything and Write Activity
Type Begin Date End Date Funding Amount

& Source Staff Responsible

Journal writing in response to an issued prompt
Academic
Support
Program

08/05/2015 05/30/2016 $0 - No Funding
Required

All teachers and
administrators

Activity - Writing Across Content Areas Activity
Type Begin Date End Date Funding Amount

& Source Staff Responsible

All teachers will integrate writing in every
content area with an emphasis on writing.  Also,
technology teacher will engage students in
keyboarding/word processing programs during
their computer class.

Direct
Instruction 08/05/2015 05/30/2016 $0 - No Funding

Required

Teachers, Technology
Teacher, and
Administrative Team.

ACIP
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Strategy1:

Technology Based Learning - All teachers will provide regular and frequent opportunities for all students to use technology as a tool for

learning.  Students at each grade level will be taught the appropriate grade-level skills and standards from the Alabama Technology Course

of Study.  Students will prepare multimedia presentations, work with online programs and testing formats, and utilize varied learning and

assessment tools.

Category:

Research Cited: College and Career Ready

Alabama Course of Study for Technology 
 

 

 

 
 

Activity - Monitor the Use of Teachnology as
a Learning Tool

Activity
Type Begin Date End Date Funding Amount

& Source Staff Responsible

The technology coordinator and administrators
will monitor the use of technology as a learning
tool through observation, review of student
projects and work samples, and walk throughs.

Policy and
Process 08/05/2015 05/30/2016 $0 - No Funding

Required
Administrators, Teacher,
Technology Coordinator

Activity - Lesson Plans Activity
Type Begin Date End Date Funding Amount

& Source Staff Responsible

Teachers will include the use of technology-
based activities in their weekly lesson plans.
Also, teachers will include grade-specific
objectives from the Alabama Course of Study
for Technology in weekly lesson plans.

Policy and
Process 08/05/2015 05/30/2016 $0 - No Funding

Required All classroom teachers

Activity - Professional Development Activity
Type Begin Date End Date Funding Amount

& Source Staff Responsible

Administrators and teachers will participate in
local, district, state and out-of-state professional
development opportunities in order to enhance
their skills and better prepare them to maximize
technology-based teaching and learning
opportunities.

Professional
Learning 08/05/2015 05/30/2016 $7500 - Title I

Schoolwide Administrators, teachers

ACIP
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Component 3: Instruction by Highly Qualified Staff

 

 

 

 

 
3. Describe how staffing decision ensure that highly qualified, well trained teachers provide instruction and how their assignments

most effectively address identified academic needs. 
 
Wilkerson Middle School seeks to hire teachers who are highly qualified in their specific areas. The school has experienced problems

recruiting HQ teachers in the past, especially in the area of mathematics, but at present all teachers are highly qualified. All vacancies are

posted on the Birmingham City School's Web Site. Those interested in applying for a vacancy must apply online. With the help of the LEA,

teachers are provided professional development and support to aid in the retention of highly qualified educators. Teachers are also provided

a teacher mentor and given opportunities to participate in the school-wide learning community. 
 

Label Assurance Response Comment Attachment
1. Do all of the instructional paraprofessionals
meet the NCLB requirements for highly
qualified? If no, what is the number that is not
highly qualified and what is being done to
address this?

Yes

Label Assurance Response Comment Attachment
2. Do all of the teachers meet the NCLB
requirements for highly qualified? If no, what is
the number that is not highly qualified and what
is being done to address this?

Yes All teachers meet the NCLB
requirements for highly qualified.
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Component 4: Strategies to Attract Highly Qualified Teachers

 

 

 
1. What is the school's teacher turnover rate for this school year?  
 
Out of twelve core academic teachers, this year there are three new teachers.  This is a 25% turnover rate in core subject matter teachers.

These three units became open due to one teacher taking a promotion, another leaving to attend law school , and the other teacher did not

obtain HQ status.  The counseling position was also filled this year due to retirement.  A full time band teacher replaced the 1/2 time band

teacher from the previous school year. 
 
 
2. What is the experience level of key teaching and learning personnel?  
 
Wilkerson Middle School has eighteen (20) certified teachers on staff.  There are twelve (12) teachers of core academic subjects, two special

education resource teachers, one counselor, one librarian, one band teacher, one drama teacher, one Family and Consumer Science

teacher, and one physical education teacher.  The breakdown of experience is as follows:

Core teachers- average of 14 years of experience

Special Education Teachers- average of 20 years of experience

Counselor- average of

Librarian- average of 26 years of experience

Band teacher- average of 3 years of experience

Drama Teacher- new teacher

Family and Consumer Science teacher- average of

Physical Education teacher- average of 31 years of experience 
 
 
3. What are specific initiatives the school has implemented to attract and retain high quality teachers regardless of the turnover

rate? 
 
All perspective teacher applicants are screened by the Birmingham Board of Education prior to being sent to the local school for interviews.

All applicants must meet highly qualified status prior to being considered for a position. On the local level, in order to retain our highly

qualified teachers, all new teachers are paired with a teacher mentor that has been trained to provide proper support. All teachers provide

collaboration to foster and encourage new teachers. 
 
 
4. What are specific initiatives the district has implemented to attract and retain highly qualified teachers regardless of the turnover

rate?  
 
In an effort to attract and retain highly qualified teachers, the Birmingham City Schools actively attends career fairs at state colleges and

universities to recruit highly qualified teachers. In addition, Birmingham City Schools offers sign on bonuses to teachers that are certified in

critical needs subjects such as Math, Science and Special Education. Birmingham City Schools provides professional development to new

teachers with support strategies that will assist in increasing teacher retention. Also, professional development is offered to experienced

teachers to assist them when they are pursuing advanced certifications. 
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5. If there is a high turnover rate, what initiatives has the school implemented to attempt to lower the turnover rate of highly

qualified teachers? 
 
The turnover rate through the years at Wilkerson Middle School has come primarily through retirements. The majority of teachers at

Wilkerson Middle School have anywhere from 10 to 25+ years service at the school. 
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Component 5: High Quality and Ongoing Professional Development

 

 

 
1. Identify the professional development activities included in the schoolwide plan that are high quality, effective, and research-

based?  
 
Implementation of Strategic Teaching-

Teachers will implement strategic lessons using the explicit instruction model and incorporate research based instructional strategies to

promote meaningful student engagement.

 

Closing the Achievement Gap-

Teachers will collaborate to determine best practices to decrease the number of students who are not proficient.

 

Writing Across Content Areas-

All teachers will integrate writing in every content areas.

 

Differentiated Lessons-

Teachers will provide differentiated lessons to address the needs of all learners.

 

Tier Intervention-

Teachers will identify struggling students and provide additional support during daily intervention to target skills deficits.

 

Celebrate Success-

Each month we will highlight "Teacher Leaders" who exhibit effective instructional practices that are explicit, engaging, purposeful, and

relevant in addressing all learners.

 
 
 
2. Identify the professional development opportunities for teachers, principals, paraprofessionals, other staff, and parents that are

included in the schoolwide plan? 
 
Monitor Implementation of School-wide Discipline Plan-

Teachers will follow the seven step discipline plan, which includes the support from parents, teachers, school counselor, and district support

personnel.  Administrators will collaborate with school appointed intervention specialist to provide assistance with any identified chronic

behavioral issues and concerns.  The counselor who serves as the PBIS facilitator, will full implement the PBIS program to curtail discipline

concerns.

Faculty and staff will also have opportunities to attend local, district, state and national Professional Development opportunities. These

opportunities will be offered at the local, district, state and national level.  
 
 
3. Identify the teacher mentoring activities included in the schoolwide plan. For example, new or inexperienced teachers are given

support from an assigned master teacher. 
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All new and novice teachers are assigned a veteran teacher to serve as their mentor. When possible, the teacher selected to be a mentor is

also a teacher from the same discipline. When that is not possible, the mentor is usually selected from the same grade level. Also, new

teachers attend the mandatory new teacher workshops provided by the local board.

Positive School Climate-

Collaborate to develop a Professional Learning Community (PLC) with a belief that we are accountable for "Teaching and Learning, : as

measured by progress reports, report cards, summative/formative assessment data, discipline reports, instructional rounds, and

observations.

Building a Collaborative Culture-

All certified staff will participate in an action book study facilitated by the principal.  Each grade level and support staff will facilitate assigned

chapters during monthly faculty meetings.   
 
 
4. Describe how this professional development is "sustained and ongoing." 
 
Professional development opportunities, focused on "Teaching and Learning," are provided throughout the year at Wilkerson Middle School,

as well as during the summer. Some activities take place at school, while others are held at other district schools, or at Lincoln Professional

Center. Additional professional development opportunities are offered at the local, state and national level, as well. Still other professional

development opportunities are possible through Webinars or online courses. Furthermore, teachers engage in more informal professional

growth by conducting independent reading and research, using blogs, faculty book studies and by communicating with other professionals.

Monthly faculty meetings and weekly team meetings provide other opportunities for development as the improvement plan is discussed and

goals are re-emphasized. 
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Component 6: Transition Strategies

 

 

 
1. Identify the strategies in the schoolwide plan that support and assist students in transitioning from one grade level to the next.

For example, preschool preparation for Kindergarten and/or eighth grade transition to high school. 
 
Transitions are usually major events in the lives of students and parents. In an effort to minimize the stress normally associated with

transition, students making the transition into middle school need to receive assistance prior to, during, and after the move so that their

social, psychological, and academic well-being is not compromised. In response to the needs of students,

the following methods are used by the sixth grade teachers:

- On the first day of school, teachers engage in activities that help the students learn about one another and their new school. These

activities are designed so that all students actively participate.

- Students are given a tour of the school facility.

- Teachers instruct the children as to safety issues, such as fire and tornado drills, where to exit the building and what to do once outside.

- Students are given a copy of their schedule and are shown where each class is located.

- Students receive a Code of Conduct book, explaining board policies and procedures. The teacher thoroughly reviews this book with all

students.

- Once a student has been issued a locker, the teacher makes certain that the student knows how to open and close it.

- Students are encouraged to ask questions or to place their questions in writing and hand them to the teacher.

- Students are accompanied to the buses, eliminating the fear of getting on the wrong bus.

- Students move from class to class as a group, eliminating the problem of getting lost or being late.

- Students label all materials and belongings and are advised as to where these things are to go. This helps eliminate having to keep up with

materials and cuts down on theft.

Because the parent is an important part of the transition process, the following activities are planned with them in mind:

- Parents and students can meet with the principal and tour the school prior to the first day of school.

- Parents are invited to accompany their child to the classroom on the first day of school.

- Parents and children receive a Parent/Student Handbook on the first day of school. 
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Component 7: Teacher Participation in Making Assessment Decisions

 

 

 
1. What measures are in place to include teachers in decisions regarding the use of results of statewide academic assessments?  
 
A data room is in place where student data is analyzed and strategies are put into place to provide assistance. All teachers work in

cooperative and collaborative groups to analyze data and become familiar with students' strengths and weaknesses. Time is set aside for

team planning and collaboration.  Weekly data meetings are held to analyze data, discuss test preparations, create action plans for targeted

students, discuss/implement interventions to address skill deficits, and participate in demonstration lessons. 
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Component 8: Timely and Additional Assistance to Students Having Difficulty Mastering the

Standards

 

 

 
1. What is the process to identify students who experience difficulty mastering the State's academic achievement assessment

standards at an advanced or proficient level?  
 
Struggling students are identified through data analysis, teacher observation, pre and post test results, standardized test results and

classroom observation. A variety of assessments are used to identify student needs, such as checking for understanding, oral reports,

projects and written assessments. Teachers have common planning time for instructional collaboration.  During this time they analyze data,

identify at-risk students, discuss common core standards, plan/discuss intervention strategies and monitor student progress.  Teachers

provide differentiated instruction, tier intervention, and incorporate various instructions strategies to address the needs of all learners.

Resource teachers increase resource time as needed and make accommodations for all special needs students whose IEP's place them in

the least restrictive environment. 
 
 
2. How is timely, effective, additional assistance provided to students who are experiencing difficulty mastering the State's

academic achievement assessment standards at an advanced or proficient level? 
 
Students who experience difficulty mastering the proficient or advanced achievement standards are provided additional instruction

assistance, such as:

- Teacher review of student performance which helps the teacher to determine student strengths and weaknesses

- At-Risk students are referred to PST

- Small group instruction

- One-on-one instruction

- Coaching

- Encourage parental involvement in student education through school conferences, parent days, telephone conversations and notes, web

sites

- Provide after school tutoring programs

- Provide summer enrichment programs

- Counseling services

Weekly collaborative team meetings will be held to analyze data to show improvement and/or identify weaknesses on formative assessment

to guide instruction.  Teachers will also analyze multiple measures of data to discover barriers to learning and provide intervention to targeted

students. 
 
 
3. How are students' individual needs being addressed through differentiated instruction in the classroom?  
 
All teachers will provide differentiated instruction. This may be accomplished through small group or one on one instruction. The faculty has

been provided with in-service as to methods to best provide differentiated instruction. The faculty handbook contains vital information on

differentiated instruction in the classroom. Also, the resource teachers work hand in hand with the classroom teachers to meet the needs of

students with varying special needs and make accommodations for all special needs students whose IEP's place them in the least restrictive
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environment.. Struggling students receive differentiated instruction during a daily intervention period. 
 
 
4. Describe how the school provides opportunities for the most academically needy students to receive support and reinforcement

of academic skills BEYOND THE REGULAR SCHOOL DAY. 
 
The school website offer students links that are content specific that provide assistance with homework or concepts the students have not

grasped during the regular school day. Teachers may be contacted by e-mail/text if a child has a specific

question after hours. 
 
 
5. Describe procedures used to address challenges for EACH group of Migrant, English Language Learners, Economically

Disadvantaged, Special Education, Neglected and/or Delinquent, and Homeless Students. 
 
Teachers have common planning times embedded each week to analyze multiple measures of data to discover barriers in learning and

provide intervention to targeted students.  Teachers incorporate differentiated lessons and tier intervention into their daily instruction to meet

the needs of all learners.  Resource teachers provide additional resource time as needed and make accommodations for all special needs

students whose IEP's place them in the least restrictive environment. 
 
 
6. Special Populations as listed in the Carl D. Perkins Career and Technical Education Act of 2006 - Describe procedures used to

address challenges for EACH group of individuals with disabilities, individuals from economically disadvantaged families

(including foster children), individuals preparing for non-traditional fields, single parents (including single pregnant women),

displaced homemakers, and individuals with limited English proficiency.  
 
All students at Wilkerson Middle School are given equal opportunity to participate in career/technical classes. Individual needs are handled

on an individual basis. The school adheres to all policies and procedures as mandated by local, state and federal agencies in regards to

individuals individuals from economically disadvantaged families (including foster children), individuals preparing for non-traditional fields,

single parents (including single pregnant women), displaced homemakers, and individuals with limited English proficiency. 
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Component 9: Coordination and Integration of Federal, State and Local Programs and Resources

 

 

 
1. In what ways are the programs coordinated and integrated toward the achievement of the schoolwide goals? 
 
Wilkerson Middle School seeks to take advantage of all available resources. Providing technology and training to our teachers on how to

effectively incorporate technology aids in increasing student achievement. Collaboration and cooperation among team teachers and across

all disciplines is crucial in achieving school wide goals. Time is set aside for teams and discipline meetings in an effort to better coordinate all

programs.  All programs are coordinated based on student assessment data.  Faculty meetings are held monthly to target students' strengths

and weaknesses and to implement strategies to address areas of concern. 
 
 
2. List the State, Federal and local programs that are consolidated/coordinated in the schoolwide program and describe how all

programs and resources are coordinated and integrated toward the achievement of the schoolwide goals. 
 
Our Title I and CNP programs are directly related to achievement. The child nutrition program insures that all students receive proper

nutrition, which allows them to function at a higher level academically.  All students receive free breakfast and lunch, regardless of economic

standing. The school's Title I funds are used for technology, programs, supplies,books and professional development, all of which will

increase student achievement.  All teachers are required to embed common core readiness standards, literacy standards, course of study

standards, and research-based strategies to enhance student achievement and promote meaningful student engagement.  Title I monies are

utilized to address all aspects of students needs. 
 
 
3. How does the school coordinate and integrate the following Federal, State and local services in a manner applicable to the grade

level to support achievement of the schoolwide goals: violence prevention programs, nutrition programs, housing programs, Head

Start, adult education, vocational and technical education, and job training. 
 
All students, regardless of economic standing, receive free breakfast and lunch through the new nutrition program.  Students are encouraged

to take advantage of this opportunity.  The school's counselor provides intervention to implement the comprehensive guidance and

counseling model for public schools.  Small group counseling is provided to address bullying, self-esteem, classroom behaviors, and

character development.  The school also provides free uniform vouchers to assist families that are in need.  The other funding sources are

not applicable to Wilkerson Middle School. 
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Component 10: Evaluation

 

 

 
1. How does the school evaluate the implementation of the schoolwide program?  
 
The School Leadership Team and the Title I Team convene in May of each year to evaluate the schoolwide program. At that time data is

analyzed and strengths and weaknesses are identified and recommendations are made for consideration of the next school year based upon

evaluation of pre and post test, formative assessment data, content benchmark assessments, progress/report cards, attendance reports and

discipline reports. 
 
 
2. How does the school evaluate the results achieved by the schoolwide program using data from the State's annual assessments

and other indicators of academic achievement?  
 
Assessments are analyzed form the state testing as well as from the system pre and post testing to evaluate our schoolwide program. Data

analysis determines academic strengths and weaknesses. 
 
 
3. How does the school determine whether the schoolwide program has been effective in increasing the achievement of students

who are furthest from achieving the standards?  
 
Our data team and teachers review each student's academic progression or regression as measured by state assessments as well as the

system pre and post test given three times per school year. Trends are noted. 
 
 
4. What process is followed by the school to revise the plan as necessary, based on the evaluation, to ensure continuous

improvement of students in the schoolwide program? 
 
A comprehensive needs assessment is conducted to include information on the achievement of all students in relation to the standards set

by the state. Strengths, weaknesses and recommendations are reviewed for all parts of the comprehensive plan.  If the plan needs revision,

the Building Leadership Team will meet to make the necessary revisions and share the revisions with all staff members. 
 
 
5. Are there any goals you are keeping from the previous year?  If so, describe the progress in meeting these goals. 
 
Sixth Grade Reading saw an increase in the number of students scoring at Levels 3 and 4.  In 2014, 14% of sixth grade students scored in

levels 3 and 4.  In 2015, 28% of students scored in levels 3 and 4.  This gain exceeded the goal of an increase of 25% in reading as

measured by the Aspire 2015.    6th Grade math saw an increase from 19% to 24% scoring in levels 3 and 4.  While there was no previous

standardized data for writing, the 2015 Aspire results showed 8th grade had 33% of students performing in levels 3 and 4.  English proved to

be the strong suit across all grade levels with 65% of sixth graders, 56% of seventh graders, and 63% of eighth graders scoring in levels 3

and 4.   
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6. What goals did you change from your previous year's CIP?  Why did you delete or change these goals?  
 
We added a goal for school climate and an ELL goal and deleted the goal related to school attendance and technology. The leadership team

determined the attendance goal had been met and other goals were more pressing.  We made certain to address attendance and technology

within the plan, but did not include as one of our primary goals. 
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 Coordination of Resources - Comprehensive

Budget 
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Introduction
 
List all federal, state, and local monies that the school uses to run its program.
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I. State Foundation Funds: 

 

FTE's Earned Units Placed Total Salaries

   FTE Teacher Units 14.42 14.42 1,216,632.00

   Administrator Units 1.50 2.00 150,681.00

   Assistant Principal 0.50 1.00 41,489.08

   Counselor 1.00 1.00 95,744.57

   Librarian 1.00 1.00 75,714.77

   Career and Technical Education Administrator 0.00 0.00 0.00

   Career and Technical Education Counselor 0.00 0.00 0.00

   Technology 0.00 0 0.00

   Professional Development 0.00 0 0.00

   State ELL Funds 0.00 0 0.00

   Instructional Supplies 6,689.32 6689.32 6,689.32

   Library Enhancement 0.00 0 0.00

   Totals 1,586,950.74
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Title I

 

 

 

 
Provide a brief explanation and breakdown of expenses. 
 
0.78 Teaching Unit- $42,328.00

.50 Assistant Principal- $41,491.00

Parenting- $1,621.04

$8,307.96 Balance

Materials and Supplies- $3,000.00

Professional Development- Out-of-State Travel- $3,969.00

Professional Development- Registration Fees- $800.00

Substitutes-$539.00

 
 
 

 
Provide a brief explanation and a breakdown of expenses. 
 
N/A 
 

Label Question Value
1. Improving the Academic Achievement of the Disadvantaged

Provide the total.
93748.0

Label Question Value
1. ARRA Funds

Provide the total.
0.0
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Title II

 

 

 

 
Provide a brief explanation and a breakdown of expenses. 
 
N/A 
 

Label Question Value
1. Professional Development Activites

Provide the total.
0.0
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Title III

 

 

 

 
Provide a brief explanation and a breakdown of expenses. 
 
N/A 
 

Label Question Value
1. For English Language Learners

Provide the total.
0.0
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Title IV

 

 

 

 
Provide a brief explanation and a breakdown of expenses. 
 
N/A 
 

Label Question Value
1. Safe and Drug-Free Schools

Provide the total.
0.0
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Title VI

 

 

 

 
Provide a brief explanation and a breakdown of expenses. 
 
N/A 
 

Label Question Value
1. For Rural and Low-income Schools

Provide the total.
0.0
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Career and Technical Education-Perkins IV

 

 

 

 
Provide a brief explanation and breakdown of expenses. 
 
N/A 
 
 

 
Provide a brief explanation and breakdown of expenses. 
 
N/A 
 

Label Question Value
1. Basic Grant (Title I)

Provide total.
0.0

Label Question Value
1. Tech Prep (Title II)

Provide the total.
0.0
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Other

 

 

 

 
Provide a brief explanation and a breakdown of expenses. 
 
N/A 
 

Label Question Value
1. 21st Century, Learn and Serve, Even Start, School Improvement

Grant
Provide the total.

0.0
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Local Funds

 

 

 

 
Provide a brief explanation and breakdown of expenses 
 
N/A 
 

Label Question Value
1. Provide the total 0.0
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Strategies to Increase Parental Involvement 
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Introduction
 
All Title I Schoolwide and Targeted Assistance Schools must complete the following diagnostics:  the Stakeholder Feedback Diagnostic, the

Parent Involvement Diagnostic, the Coordination of Resource/Comprehensive Budget Diagnostic, and EITHER the Title I Targeted

Assistance Diagnostic OR the Title I Schoolwide Diagnostic.  Parent Survey must be done annually, but it can be done electronically or by

paper.
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Strategies to Increase Parental Involvement

 

 

 
1. Describe how the school will convene an annual meeting to inform parents of the school's participation in Title I and explain Title

I requirements, including the 1% set-aside, and the right of parents involved. 
 
During the month of September, Wilkerson Middle School holds its Annual Title I meeting for all parents of participating students. Parents will

be notified of these activities through: (1) notices sent home by students, (2) Phone-master announcements, delivered for several

consecutive days prior to the event, (3) school website. Topics discussed at the meeting include: (1) current instructional programs which are

scientifically based and how they are implemented at Wilkerson Middle School: (2) Title I school-wide requirements and offerings; (3) state

mandated testing requirements and results; (4) district and school assessments and how this information is utilized; (5) school's curriculum;

(6) student achievement expectations; (7) school's honors and achievements and (8) parental expectations and compact. Parents will view

the Title I PowerPoint and are afforded the opportunity to ask questions and make comments.  Parents will be afforded the opportunity to

submit suggestions for the expenditure of the 1% set-aside.  These suggestions will be presented to the Title I Budget Committee. 
 
 
2. Describe: 1) How there will be a flexible number and format of parent meetings offered; 2) How parents will be involved in the

planning, review and improvement of the Title I Program (Note: State the school's process for how all Title I parents have the

opportunity for involvement in decision-making.); and 3) How funds allocated for parent involvement are being used in the school. 
 
Meetings are held at varied times in an effort to accommodate the majority of parents and to secure optimum attendance. During our Annual

Title I meeting, parents were given specific information regarding the Title I Schoolwide Program. They were also given information regarding

how to participate in the Title I parent programs and activities. Parent funds are used to resupply the parent literature on an annual basis and

funds are at times used to allow parents to attend the National Title I Parent Conference. 
 
 
3. Describe how the school provides parents of participating children timely information in a uniform format and, to the extent

practicable in a language they can understand, about programs under Title I, a description and explanation of the curriculum in

use, forms of academic assessments, and achievement expectations used, and, if requested by parents, opportunities for regular

meetings to formulate suggestions and participate as appropriate in decisions

related to the education of their children. 
 
Wilkerson Middle School  Faculty and Staff provide parents timely information through Parent Focused Workshops sponsored by the Parent

Involvement Department, PTA meetings, Parent/Teacher Conferences, Open House, Report Cards and Title I Meetings.  Parents are also

invited to participate on the Parent Advisory Board through the district. A translator for non-English speaking parents will be provided during

this annual meeting to the best of the school administration's ability. Every effort will be made to communicate clearly to parents and

encourage their questions and concerns. Parents receive both written and verbal communication concerning meetings, as well as the

information being posted on the school Web site. 
 
 
4. Describe how parents, the school staff, and students share responsibility for improved student academic achievement for

participating students (How the School-Parent Compact is jointly developed with Title I parents; how it is used, reviewed, and

updated). 
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Wilkerson Middle School revised its school-parent compact for the 2015-2016 school year. All parents were given a copy of the new

compact. Parents were asked to sign the compacts signifying their commitment to working in partnership with the school and their child in

ensuring that their child is successful in school. Each teacher is required to explain the compact to their homeroom students and obtain

students' signatures. The teachers also sign the compact and house them in his/her classroom for use during parent-teacher and/or student

teacher conferences. In May of each year, Wilkerson Middle School will convene its CIP committee to review, evaluate, and revise its

Continuous Improvement Plan. Parents included on the CIP committee will represent our school's parents and community. During the review

process, all parents will be notified of this review through notices sent home. These

notices will make parents aware that the plan is under review, that a copy of the plan is available for review in the office and that they have

the right to offer input regarding the revision of this plan. The notice will also state that after the plan is finalized and approved they have the

right to object to any component of the plan that they find unsatisfactory or incorrect. These expressed concerns and suggestions will be

brought before the CIP committee and a response for each concern will be offered in a timely and professional manner. 
 
 
5. Describe procedures to allow parents to submit comments of dissatisfaction with the Continuous Improvement Plan. 
 
Comments of dissatisfaction can be left in the school office with school administration. 
 
 
6a. Describe how the school will build capacity for parental involvement including how parents will be encouraged to become

equal partners in the education of their children? (See NCLB Section 1118, requirements for building capacity in parental

involvement.)

To ensure effective involvement of parents and to support a partnership among the school, parents, and the community to improve

student academic achievement, our school:

Shall provide training for parents of participating children in understanding such topics as the State's academic content standards

and State student academic achievement standards, State and local academic assessments, the requirements of Title I, and how to

monitor their child's progress and work with teachers to improve the achievement of their children. (Describe)

 
 
Wilkerson Middle School will accomplish much of this through its Annual Open House Meeting and through the Annual Title I Parent Meting

to be held at the beginning of the school year. At that time, parents  receives an overview of the state academic content standards, academic

achievement standards, and assessments. In addition, an explanation was given regarding Title I, what services will be offered, and how

parents can be involved in their child's education. Parents will also be provided codes to access their children's grades through I-Parent

online services,  We also encourage parents to use the resources at the Parent Resource Center located at the Lincoln Center in the Family

Involvement Department.  This resource center is available to parents and staff to provide informational material and resources that can be

used as the resource center or can be checked out for home use.  There is also a Parent Resource Corner at the school for parents to obtain

additional resources.

Wilkerson Middle School identifies how our school will accomplish these specifications through the following:

Grade Level Parent Meetings

Gear Up Parent Meetings

Annual Title I Meetings

School Compact

Open House

Early dismissal-Parent/Teacher Conference Day
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Parent Conferences./Administrative Conferences

Continuous Improvement Plan

STI Benchmark Reports/ACT Aspire

Progress Monitoring/Assessments

American Education Week

School's/District Website

PTA Meetings

 
 
 
6b. Describe how the school will build capacity for parental involvement including how parents will be encouraged to become

equal partners in the education of their children? (See NCLB Section 1118, requirements for building capacity in parental

involvement.)

To ensure effective involvement of parents and to support a partnership among the school, parents, and the community to improve

student academic achievement, our school:

Shall provide materials and training to help parents to work with their children to improve their children's achievement, such as

literacy training and using technology, as appropriate, to foster parental involvement. (Describe) 
 
Parental Involvement Funds will be used to purchase resources from The Parent Institute, such as brochures and videos that offer parenting

enrichment skills and training in a variety of areas based upon parent needs. The media center has a Parent Resource Area, and there is a

rack of parent resources at the entrance to the building. The media center is also open to parents needing to use the Internet, a copier,

FAX,or scanner. The counselor also provides workshops for parents and guardians, as well as system-sponsored Parent Involvement events

and meetings. 
 
 
6c. Describe how the school will build capacity for parental involvement including how parents will be encouraged to become

equal partners in the education of their children? (See NCLB Section 1118, requirements for building capacity in parental

involvement.)

To ensure effective involvement of parents and to support a partnership among the school, parents, and the community to improve

student academic achievement, our school:

Shall educate teachers, office personnel, and other school staff, with the assistance of parents, in the value and utility of

contributions of parents, and in how to reach out to, communicate with, and work with parents as equal partners, implement and

coordinate parent programs, and build ties between parents and the school. (Describe) 
 
Wilkerson Middle School will invite and encourage parents to become active in their child's learning by visiting their classrooms, participating

in PTA, volunteering, and attending all social and academic programs.  The school extends opportunities for parents to work as volunteers in

needed areas before and after school.  Our school has a Parental Involvement Resource Corner that has pamphlets and other resources that

provide tips and suggestions for improving student learning.

Wilkerson Middle School will continue to work with its teachers and staff through research-based, high quality, on-going professional

development activities, in-service programs, faculty meetings, team meetings, and departmental meetings in an effort to ensure that there is

a correct understanding of the importance of parental involvement in the success of the schoolwide program. All parents are welcome and

encouraged to be a part of their child's educational process. 
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6d. Describe how the school will build capacity for parental involvement including how parents will be encouraged to become

equal partners in the education of their children? (See NCLB Section 1118, requirements for building capacity in parental

involvement.)

To ensure effective involvement of parents and to support a partnership among the school, parents, and the community to improve

student academic achievement, our school:

Shall to the extent feasible and appropriate, coordinate and integrate parent involvement programs and activities with other federal

programs, and conduct other activities, such as parent resource centers, that encourage and support parents in more fully

participating in the education of their children.(Describe) 
 
Wilkerson Middle School coordinates its parent involvement activities among our programs and all funding sources within our school. Every

effort will be made to ensure that this coordination of resources provides the best opportunities for all members of our parent community to

fully participate in the education of their children. 
 
 
6e. Describe how the school will build capacity for parental involvement including how parents will be encouraged to become

equal partners in the education of their children? (See NCLB Section 1118, requirements for building capacity in parental

involvement.)

To ensure effective involvement of parents and to support a partnership among the school, parents, and the community to improve

student academic achievement, our school:

Shall ensure that information related to school and parent programs, meetings, and other activities is sent to the parents of

participating children in a format and, to the extent practicable, in a language the parents can understand. (Describe) 
 
Wilkerson Middle School and the Birmingham City School System provides information, parent notices and other required documents in both

English and Spanish. Extraordinary efforts will be made to ensure that barriers related to language are eliminated to ensure full participation

of parents whose primary language is not English. 
 
 
6f. Describe how the school will build capacity for parental involvement including how parents will be encouraged to become equal

partners in the education of their children? (See NCLB Section 1118, requirements for building capacity in parental involvement.)

To ensure effective involvement of parents and to support a partnership among the school, parents, and the community to improve

student academic achievement, our school:

Shall provide such other reasonable support for parental involvement activities as parents may request. (Describe) 
 
Wilkerson Middle School has a strong belief in the importance of parental involvement.  The staff is committed to involving all stakeholders

and ensuring that they know they are an integral part of the school's success.  Therefore, we make every effort possible to comply with

parental requests involving dates and times for planned activities.  Wilkerson Middle School will offer unusual, but reasonable, support to

parents when requested so that their full participation may be allowed. 
 
 
7. Describe how the school will ensure the provision for participation of parents with limited English proficiency, parents with

disabilities, and parents of migratory students; including providing information and school reports in a format and, to the extent

practicable, in a language that parents can understand. 
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Wilkerson Middle School and the Birmingham City School System provides information, parent notices and other required documents in both

English and Spanish. Extraordinary efforts will be made to ensure that barriers related to language are eliminated to ensure full participation

of parents whose primary language is not English. 
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